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PREFACE

The proper use of tests is a topic of interest to all teachers.
Tests are an important tool for teaching and learning and their
appropriate use is critical to the educational process.

A number of times throughout the 1970's the Executive Council
of the American Federation of Teachers adopted -esolutions calling
for more study of testing, more responsible use of tests, the
improvement of testing processes, and the wider dissemination of
information on tests.

In 1978, the AFT applied for and received a two year grant
from the National Institute of Education to prepare training
materials and conduct conferences on improving teachers' use of
standardized tests. Part of the plan was.to survey a representative
lample of teachers to ascertain their preparation and knowledge in
resting, their assessment of the importance Gf testing to their
teaching, and their attitudes toward various issues in testing.
The results of that survey were published in a report entitled,
"Teachers and Testing: A Survey of Knowledge and Attitudes," by
James G. Ward (Washington, D.C.: American Federation of Teachb<p,
July 1980).

This handbook, Plain Talk About Standardized Tests, is the
basic manual' for theti.ainiiiircarcifenceTh Tif;ided to be
a primer' on the issues in standardized tests for teachers and
others who need a basic knowledge of the topic. The material on
which a number of the chapters are based was a technical draft
prepared by the Center for the Study of Evaluation, University of
California at Los Angeles. Substantial revisions were made in
those chapters based on comments and critiques from previous
4.onference participants and outside reviewers, and from decisions
made by the authors.

This handbook representa one part of the commitment of the
American Federation of Teachers to the professional growth of its
members. Through AFT training conferences, QuEST conferences,
and other educational services of the AFT, these materials will
contribute to greater understanding of all tests and the better
education of children.

6



Chapter I

TESTab TODAY

Testing occupies a central position in American education.
In one form of another, tests are accepted by almost all involved
in education as part of that process. It is part of the rational
method in Western thought that one determines what one wants to
achieve, one tries to achieve it, and then one has some process by
which to measure whether it has been achieved and to what extent.
Therefore, some kind of testing or assessment is necessary to
complete the proceps. American education hts predicated much of
its practice on this model.

It is difficult to escape tests in American schools. Tests
other than teacher prepared tests are increasing in number and
visibility.

o Between 40 and 45 states conduct state assessment programs.

o Almost 40 states have adopted minimum competency testing
programs.

o Over 90 percent of,local school districts regularly
administer standardized norm-referenced tests to their
students.

o Many federal education programs require regular, formal
testing of children for program entry, program exist, or
for program evaluation.

o TIe public is demanding more accountability from public__
schools and see tests as a vehicle to determine program
success or failure.

Testing is an integral part of schools and is likely to remain so
in the foreseeable future. r

Yet, testing is controversial. While everyday educatdrs are
using test results to improveginstruction and educational decision-
making, critics of testing decry the essential meaningless of test
scores and accuse tests of destroying children. For example, onq
such attack on testing shows a photograph of a sad, little six
year old girl, with a tear on her cheek, who has Just taken a test.
The accompanying. test explains that this child has just scored
below average oda standardized test and, thus, at the tender age
of six has been destroyed educationally for life. The message of
this one page. advertisement is clear. Because this child has
scored below average on one test, there is nothing teachers or
schools cold possibly do to help this child. Such anti-education
diatribes mien completely the role of tests it, teaching and learning.



It is sometimes forgotten that tests are toms and, as such, can
be used or abused.

Tests are ohe of 'the tools of the professional teacher. From
'test scores inferences about students are made. To the extent
that teachers understand the limits of the test instrument and
apply the test results within those limits, tests are helpful. It
is 'when those limits are not known, or heeded, that tests become
abused.

Understanding tests and their limits is not an easy task.
The understanding is within the ability of professionals to
grasp, provided some training is.provided and sensitivity to the
process remains present. Test construction, properly done, is a
complex and often technical process. This manual can help
teachers become aware of the demands of the process without re-
quiring the ability to produce a test using sophisticated psycho-
metric techniques. It can also help in the selection of the.
appropriate test for the various purposes teachers are testing.
A methodical procedure for selection is outlined, and will prove
helpful to teachers while inspiring confidence in the later use
ofthe test. This promotes efficiency in the long run, and helps
eliminate charges of too much time for testing compared to the
use of test results.

Eventual integration of test results into the teaching pro,
cess can be encouraged to the benefit of students, teachers and
those responsible for policy decisions at the district level.
It does not need to be abused. Testing, like a student, needs
an appropriate mix of understanding and discipline. It must be
encouraged to attend to the task at hand if anything of value is-
to develop

Plain Talk About Standardized Tests is intended to help
teachers, parents, school administrators, and others concerned
with successful, learning to better understand the area of educa-
tional testing by'focusing on one particular kind of test--the
standardized test. This testing primer will help you understand
what standardized tests are, how to select appropriate standar-
dized tests to suit particular testing purposes, how to evaluate
tests which are required to be administered in schools, how to-
interpret and use test results. a

The underlying belief in this handbook is that tests are one
of the many sources of information which may be used to improve
education, but that tests alone do not provide enough information
fp- decision-maklng. Tests are important, but they should never
17/ used alone.

The remaining chapters in this handbook explore the issues
in the use of standardized tests. Topics include:
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An overview of what standardized tests are, how they are
developed, alp what their uses and limitations are.

A review of whtt someof the important factors are in
selecting suitable tests or in evaluating existing tests,
and how to apply those factors to test selection.

An explanation of commonly used standardized test scores.
how scores are derived, how scores are interpreted, and
what cautions should be con9Adered. in score interpretation.

A discussion' of using theesults of standardized tests in
instructional planning with suggestions and' procedures for
using test results to make placement decisions, to diagnose
student needs, and to evaluate instructional programs.-

A review of the basic premises which contribute to the wise
and proper use of tests, and which will help prevent their
misuse.

Various surveys and research studies, including the 1979,AFT Survey
of Teachers' Knowledge and Attitudes on Testifig, have shown a wide
variation among teachers Of background'in testilng and knowledge
about testing. Therefore, this handbook takes a comprehensive
approach including both basic definitions and concepts and more
advanced topics on testing. A more experienced reader may want
to skim certain sections of the handbook and concentrate on
selected sections. A person new to the subject will want to 4,
take a more deliberate journey through the text.

e
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*Chapter iI s.

o STANDARDIZED TESTS

Some Introductory Comments

Everyone has taken tests. Tests are so much a part of our
,common educational experience that we often fail to look at some
of. the basic and undeilying principles of tests and testing. This
Chapter begins with some basic and.ideas and prodeeds
through an examination df standardized testa, including their',
development and characteristics.

.. What is a Test?

A test is a systematic means of observing.and describirg
behavior. It usually consists of a presentation of a standard set
of questions to be-answered. The answers to the questions are
measured against a standard and a numerical value is assigned which
ig a description of the observed behavior. This "score" is inter-
preted as a measure of a characteristic of the person taking the
test.

There are probably as many varieties of tests as there are
those doing the testing. Tests can range from a conscious observa-tion of study skills during an in-class work period to"a formal
admissions examination for a specialized graduate school. Testsmay be oral or written. They may be impromptu,or involve years of
development time. °Almost every act a teacher completes to assess a
student's performance could be called a test.

A test may be designed for individual or gibup use. It, may
measure achievement; aptitude, attitides, personality traits, or
psychomotor behavior, A test is on source of information for
educational decision-making.

!hy Test?
%a*

4
Tests can be used for a wide variety of reasons. ArthoUgh,

some reasons are highlighted below,- ohe.coul'think of others
that have been excluded. Test results can boomed to:

o Diagnose academic and behavior strengths, and
weaknesses.

o Prescribe specific educational plans for indi-
viduals and groups of learners.

o Place students. in special accelerated or remedial
classes and programs.

10
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o Determine student achievement

ci Evaluate program effectiveness.

o Select students possessing particular/abilities
and/or aptitudes,.

o Certify student,comrtence.

,,o Promote teacher and system accountability.

o Predict future student behavibr.

o Inform students about the development of cer
abilities.

II

It is impprtaht to know
approaph ouch issues as
reporting test results,

Why, Do Teachers Need To

in

why one wants to test before one can
test design, test, content, format for
and other more specialized questions.

Know More About Standardized Tests?

There are.many reasons why knowledge on standardized tests is
hecoming_incieasingly more important.

First, tests-are an integral part of the education process.
If tests are not properly used, time and money spent on tests are
wasted. Good testing is critical for effective learning. If)vou
have no way bf assessing effectiveneds of'the teaching effort, hen
it is extremely difficult to improve that effort. 'Standardizedw
tests are one kind of the tests that are almost universally used in
schools to make thodelkinds of assessments..

Secondly, there is growing public concern about accountability
in education. For example, teachers in some places are evaluated
on the basis of their students' academic performance and mastery

1 of established educational objectives. While this practice has
many limitations, the teacher's role and responsibility in the
education of each 'earner is being emphasized across the country.
Soap people feel that standardized tests can be one way to approach
accountability. These tests, then, may have important consequences
for teachers, student', and the educational system as a whole.
While tests are not the only method of accountability we have, they
do help to maintain eddcational standards.

Third, fdderal and state supported programs,often require audits,
monitoring, and final evaluation reports not only to determine the
effectiveness of implemented subsidized programs, but to make finan-
cial decisions about the continuance or termination of federal and

- 5



state aid for the future. The government and the taxpayer want'
to know how, where, and why our dollars are being spent in the
educational arena to educate today's children", Again, standard-
ized tests often have real consequences for t achers and programs
in trying to answer such questions.

Also, there are increasing legal challenges to current methods
of evaluation. Some of,the more recent discussion involves the
administration of standardized tests to minority children, parti-
cularly black and Hispanic children, the placement of dispropor-
tionate numbers of minority students in classes for the educably
`mentally retarded, the use of results from minimum competency
examinations to determine whether a high school diploma should ')(1
granted, the perceived decline of basic skills at both the elemen-
tary and secondary levels, and identification and assessment of
language proficiency for children of non-English backgrounds.

In various regions of the country; litigation and legislation
involving these issues have lead to efforts to abolish or restrain
the use of standardized tests. Genuinely intentionededycators,
parents, and politicians are requesting a reexam$nation of the
role of tests adh testing' results in education./ Teachers are, and
should be, very much involved in the consideration of these issues

/

Standardized Tests: What AW.e They?

Standadized tests, like all tests, attempt +13 provide teachers
with Information about their-students. What makes a standardized
test different from a classroom test, for-example, is that the test
items are ireselected, and administration and scoring procedures
are prescribed, or, standardized, for all students taking the test.
Also, they usually provide information about how others who took
the test performed. The purpose for standardization of content,
administration, scoring-and interpretation becomes immediately
apparent when one considers that such tests are often used togathe
descriptive or comparative information from large grow s of students.
When comparing students,fiom more than one classroom, variability
among test conditions seriously hampers the ability to say anything
at all about the students tested. An example Will make this point
even clearer.

Suppose that a school district wishes to determine how well
all of the fifth grade students in the district read. The district
consists of a number of elementary schools. One school is very
crowded and students attend class in portable trailers parked next
to the baseball field. Another is located near the airport and
instruction must stop each time a jumbo-jet lands. In a third school,
fifth graders are assigned. to carpeted rooms with computer terminals

11.



for computer assisted instruction. It may be easy to, predict which
students have the best chance of performing successfully on the
reading achievement test. While educational opportunity cannot be
totally equalized in this district, the differences in testing
conditions among students can be minimized and each student's
chance of doing well on the test can be maximized by using standard-
ized content, procedures, and scoring rules. The subsequent
differences among students can then be ascribed learning environ-
ment, or to differences in achievement and ability, rather than to
differences in test climate. In order to have the kind of informa-
tion needed for instructional planning, as many ;actors as possible
that interfere with our ability to attribute test performance to
student learning must be eliminated. Comparability of scores and
testing conditions is an important factor.

Standardized tests, then, provide for the sampling of 'behavior
under a Set of uniform_ procedures. There is a common set of
questions that are administered with the same set of directions
and time limitation to students, with a uniform scoring procedure.

Standardized tests, like most other tests, are produced in four
basic steps. One source cites the following steps as central to the
construction of standardized test:

Planning the test.

Preparing the test items.

Experimental tryout and re ision.

Administering the standardization edition.

The initial step in test construction is the specification of the
content and skills the test will cover. Test developers usually
consult with teachers, curriculum experts, and book publishers to
determine what is beingjaught and what,is important. 'Next they
oettlifier the topics and skills they plan to assess, as well as the--
number of items that will be used for each area. The developers
will Write detailed content specifications which are usually pro-
vided in the test manual. This prlvides the user with some basis
for determining. how well the test content fits particular curri-
culum goals.

When content has been .specified, it is fixed for all forms
Of the s*andardized test. Because most standardized tests are"
designed to reach a broad market, the content and skills selected
are representative, of what is taught in a large number of school
districts from geographically separate regions. For this reason,
the content of standardized tests often may not match perfectly



local curricular goals or individual classroom learning objectives.
However, they do provide a good basis for comparing students from
differ nt schools or areas.

Test items are written to conform to the content specifications
created. Test developers produce many p)tential items for each
skill area, then test the items with groups of students, and finally
select the "best" items accoAing to some prespecified criteria.
During the test development process many items are written, tested,
revised aad discarded before the final form of the test is complete.

Standardised test developers give their draft test items to
groups of pupils selected to represent the population for whom the
test intended. The purpose of this try-out is to identify and
refine the test items for final test forms and to test the adequacy
of test directions, time limits, and format.

From the item statistics and other information generated, test
developers select the best items and construct final forms of the
test. These final forms are tested once again with groups of
students representing the population with whom the test is to be
used This final tryout is designed to gather information about the
quality of the test itself rather than individual items. The actual
equivalence of test forms in terme of producing comparable group
performance is determined at this stage. Reliability and validity
statistics are computed from tryout results. Group performance on
the standardization tryout is often used to construct tables for
interpreting test scores. Also-the adequacy of administration and
scoring procedures is checked out once again. Standardization try-
out results are written up in the test technical manual and provide
important information for-test consumers about the quality of the
test and the limitations on scor:D interpretation.

While *Us brief descript:I 'f how a standardized test might
* berdevelopeu is oversimplifies'., ioes provide a idea of the com-
plexity of the test development ocess. Central to this process
are three fundamental questiowt which must be kept in mind whenever

. testing is under consideration. These three questions are:

o Exactly why are you giving (developing) the test?

o What type of information do you expect from the test? .

o How do you intend to use this information once you have
it?

As you read through this manual, do not ever lose sight of these
three questions.

-8 -
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Types of Standardized Tests

Standardized tests can be grouped into three classifications
based on what they measure. The three general categories of stand-
ardized tests are:

o Aptitude tests.

o Achievement tests.

o Persdnality, attitude, and interest inventories.

Each one is distinguished by its purpose and the kind of information
it gathers. d

Aptitude tests attempt to assess students' abilities and poten-
tial. Their purpose is to predict future performance. While some
skills measured by aptitude tests may be learned, others are develop-
mental. Although aptitude tests are not as dependent on school
learning as achievement tests, it would be impossible to construct
an aptitude test that did not measure school learning to some extent.
Aptitude'tests are used for administrative decisions such as student
selection, classification, and placement, fcr guidance purposes, and
sometimes for evaluation of instruction.

Achievement tests measure a student's prior learning and
developed abilities specific content areas. Their purpose is to
assess how much a student hat learned in school. Achievement tests
are used in instructional evaluation, in guidance, and for adminis-
trative decisions such as student selection, classification, and
placement.

Personality, attitude, end interest inventories are non-cogni-
tive measures and are used primarily for guidance purposes.

Norm-and Criterion-Referenced Tests

Standardized tests, particularly standardized achievement tests,
are often described as being norm-references or criterion-referenced.
The distinction between these two is very important, although in
practice it often becomes blurred.

The fundamental difference between these two types of tests
rests with how the sdores are reported and interpreted. Norm-
referencing' means reporting scores so that one can tell how a student's
score compares to the scores of others (the norm group). Criterion-
referencing means reporting scores so that one can tell how a student's
score or performance compares to some specified standard of profi-
ciency.

15



.Norm-referenced tests were designed to make selection and
classification decisions where it is important to assess one
persons's performance in comparison to the performance of others.
Criterion-referenced tests were designed to describe a person's
mastery of specific content in relation to a selected standard.

It should be obvious that norm-referenced tests, since they
are based on stated content objectives, provide information on
mastery of specific content and that criterion-referenced tests
can be used to compare student performances. Hence, the distinc-
tion between the two is not always as clear and distinct as the
definitions imply.

Norm-Referenced Tests: Construction, Interpretation, and Limitation

As with all tests, norm-referenced test construction starts
with the specification of teat content. Broad objectives or con-
tent areas are selected and a large number of items are written
to assess each. Items are tried out with a group of examinees
selected to represent the kinds of students for whom the test is
designed.

Data from this initial try-out is critical for developing a
test that will array student scores in a normal distribution.
Several item statisticssare competed to achieve this end. One'
statistic, the item difficulty index, is used to delete some items
that too many students pass or fail and to retain items that are
answered correctly by about half of the sample group. Another
statistic, the item discrimination index, is used to identify test
items which do not discriminate well enough between high and low
achievers. In order to locate problems in multiple choice items,
the number of students answering specific response alternatives may

'also be inspected. Once appropriate items have been identified
through the analysis of the Item statistics, test form are constructed
and alternative forms of the test tried out again with an appropriate
sample of students.

On this second tryout, the test developer is interested espe-
cially in norming the test and obtaining estimates of test reliability
and validity. The group performance of students participating in
this norming tryout becomes the comparison group or norm group for
interpreting twit scores. For example, if three percent of the
norm sample got four items correct on a 100 item test, the norm
tables would say that a score of four would be interpreted as
falling in the 3rd percentile. Because student performance on a
norm-referenced test derives meaning principally by comparison to
the norm group, it is critical that the norming sample be represen-
tative of the students for whom the test is designed. The ideal

- 10 - 16



norm group might represent the student population on the following
dimensions: geographic region of the country, school size,
community size, student demographic characteristics, and school
type. Because norms can become outdated, tests are usually renormed
every three to five years. The interpretation of norm-reference
scores emerges directly from the fact that the test contains a-

selection of items designed to provide a group performance which
will be arranged into a normal distribution. Test scores provide
informition'on how. students compare to a national or local group
of students who have taken the same tests, and are 'expressed as
percentile, stanine, or standard scores which have been derived from
the raw scores. Because test scores tell hdw well a student or
group performance compares with the peer group standard, norm-

. referenced tests are suitable for making decisions such as:

o Who shall be selected into a program when there
are only a limited number-of spaces available?

o HOw do our students compare with.students,of
similar age and background on this skill area?

There re some limitations on the use of norm-referenced scores
that must be recognized. Because norm-referenced tests are designed
to decide how well a student's performance in a subject area com-
pares with other students, they may yield limited information about
the amount of specific skills a student has mastered. Subscale
scores are sometimes not sufficiently reliable, and often do not
include a sufficient number of items to tell you if a student has
mastered. a particular objective.

Criterion- Referenced Tests: Construction Inter retation And
imitat on

In criterion-referenced testing, as in norm-referenced testing,
item construction procedures focus on selection of content for the
test. Test construction begins with the specification of the con-
crete objectives to be tested. Ideally, detailed content specifica-
tions are designed to include all of the salient parameters of
content or skill domain, such as eligible content, vocabulary,
syntax, readibility, readibtlity, and how distractors are to be
written. Based on the objective specification, teachers should
be able.to know exactly what skills and knowledges are being tested.
Based on these detailed objectives or domains, descriptions of
many items are then generated to reflect each objsetive. Like
norm - referenced tests, these items are subsequently also tried out
on appropriate samples of,students. However, thoTurpose of the
tryout is not to "wee,.d out" items that do not discriminate betwe3n
high and low scorer, but rather to identify items that appear to .

be-measuring the same objectives and eliminate items that do not.



Items selected for criterion-referenced tests should be selected
for their ability to represent the content rather than to separate
students. The ultimate criterion for item selection is the
revivance of the item to the objective being tested. Often items
that might be discarded from a norm-referenced test because they
are "too easy" or "too difficult" are retained in a criterion
referenced test because they measure important skills.

Like norm-referenced tests, the best items are then assigned
to test forms and administered to representative groups of students.
On the basis of these results, test reliability and validity is
determined. The results of students performance during this
final try-out may also be reported in the test manual to give
users some basis for comparing their students' scores with other
students, although providing comparative data is usually not an
area of emphasis. Hence, criterion-referended tests often become
"normed."

As a result of these test construction procedures criterion-
referenced test scores tell how much of the content a student has
mastered. Scores are often reported in terms of the number or
percentage of items correct. Scores tell about how well students
have mastered the basic concepts described in the test specifications.
They usually do not tell you if.this compares Well or poorly with the
peiformance of other studentsbin the same grade, although some test
developers do provide you with information about the performance of
a comparison group. Criterion-referenced interpretations are
especially appropriate for the following kinds of deLisions:

o Have students mastered program objectives?

o What are individual students' strengths and
weaknesses in this area?

o Which objectives am I teaching effect ively
and which not so well?

Criterion-referenced tests, too, suffer from some disadvantages.
Because these are relatively new kinds of achievement measures, the
technical quality of many of these tests is questionable. TechnolOgies
for determining test quality are still emerging. Although these tests
purport to give you specific information about student performance,
many tests do not contain a sufficient number of items par objective
to be definitive.. Fuither, test specifications often are not as
fully described or as well-defined as they should be. In addition,
test objectives are often'narrowly focused with the result that a
single test is not equally suited to the curricula of different
schools or classes, making interschool or program omparisons
difficult.

18
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Some Observations

The uses of norm-referenced and criterion-referenced tests
vary. Norm-referenced tests are generally used for selection
decisions,- classification decisions, guidance decisions and in
aptitude, interest, and personality inventories where comparisons
are important. Criterion-referenced tests are generally used for
classification and guidance decisions also, for placement and
certification decisions, and to assess achievement of specific
content.

For instruction decisions a teacher probably will want to
both assess mastery and discriminate among students in achievement.
so both criterion-referenced and norm-referenced tests are used.
Measurement specialist N. E. Grokund makes the distinction between
testing the minimum essentials employing mastery testing using
Criterion-referencing and testing for maximum development employing
discrimination testing using norm-refereticing.

Again,,many tests are amenable to both norm-referencing and
criterion-referencing and scores are reported both ways.

Minimuu Competency Tests

Minimum competency tests for studenti are a special type of
achievement test. which have developed in recent years. Minimum
competency tests are developed to yield. criterion- referenced
interpretations, since the purpose of giVing a competency test is
to.find out what a student knows in relation to prespeeified
objectives. Test 'construction procedures should therefore be much
the same as those for criterion-referenced tests, although some-
times test developers will select items based on their ability to
discriminate between those who pass the test and those who fail.
Score interpretations are also similar'to those of criterion-_
referenced tests, except by definition, scores onominimum competency
tests can be interpreted as acceptable or unacceptable performance,
that is, passing the minimum standard 10T not. Developers of other
criterion-referenced tests also sqmetimes indicate a passing score
or cut-off score indicating mastery.

Minimum competency tests share the problems and limitations of
other standardized tests because the consequences of test performance
may be very severe. To students not passing a grade or not receiving
a high,school,diploma, these problems are more serious.

The task of deciding what goal or objective any'test.should
assess is always difficult. The task of defining objectives that
a minimally competent person should attain is complex indeed. For
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example, what skills are necessary for survival? What skills are
truly basic and necessary? For whom? For what? In the absencv
of empirical data these decisions represent values and opinions
that are known to differ among different individuals and groups.

The objectives for the test must bear a relationship to
what is actually taught. Courts have ruled on the need to test
what is taught and to advise students in advand of the need.to
pass the test for promotion or diploma. Challenges to the testing
requirement have been filed in cases where special groups of
students, such as handicapped, have been provided individualized
education plans that are substantially different from the regular
curriculum. If a student meets the requirements of an individual-
iZed education plan, must the student also pass the minimum
competency test to receive a diploma? Queglions such as these
will be with the competency movement for some time. The answers
may well shape the future course of education. In spite of
the rapid growth' of competency tests since 1978, we are still
closer to the beginning of this issue than we are to the end.

In addition to definitional problems, minimum competency tests,
like other criterion-referenced tests suffer from problems inherent

' in any new technology. Reliability and validity are especially
important, yet it is not always clear which statistics are best
to describe these teat properties.

Setting a passing or cut-off score for minimum competency
tests is another problem area. Various methods have been advanced
to deal with this, problem, including'the use of expert opinion, past
performance of students on the testi., and statistical models incor-
porating'the probabilities of misclassification (i.es., identifying
a "competent" student as incompetent and vice venial'. Although
consideration of all these factors will likely yield the most
reasonable cut-score, current-practice often deviates from this
ideal.

, in order to help insure student competency, the results of
minimum competency tests should have,,implications for student
remediation. As with criterion-referenced tests in-general, the
number of items assessing each objective often is not sufficient
to determine reliably student mastery, and test objectives frequently
are not defined well enough to suggest what Specific instructional
remedies are necessary.

Aptitude Tests and Achievement Tests

While achievement tests .are designed to measure past learning
of school specific content, aptitude tests are designed to predict
future achievement, or the ability to acquire new content or skills.
In theory, an aptitude test could be either norm-referenced or
criterion-referenced. However, most standardized aptitude tests
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are constructed to yield norm-referenced interpretations, that is,
how a student's potential cozpares with others.. As- a result,
aptitude measures are often used to identify-students with special
needs and abilities, for placing students into special programs, and
for guidance'and counseling purposes.

The distinction between aptitude and achievement tests appears
clear conceptually, but in reality their functions overlap. Although
aptitude tests are apt to be less dependent on specific school
content, both Rinds of tests measure learning and previous experience,
both in school and out of school. For example, while an achievement
test may measure number of concepts and basic computational operations,
an aptitude test might assess problem-solving ability, figure
analogies and abstract reasoning. Depending on the curriculum of
a particular school, these latter skills may represent aptitude or,
if taught as part of the curriculum, achievement.

The distinction between aptitude tests and achievement tests
in terms of predictive value also is somewhat muddled. Although
aptitude measures purport to measure potential and predict future
success, it is clear that achievement tests also can serve this
purpose. That is, prior learning in a particular subject is often
the-single best predictor of future success in that area. For
example, if a student in the second grade performed well on a read-
ing achievement test, it would clearly be expected that the student
would do well in the third grade reading program.

Although achievement and aptitude tests can serve similar
functions, aptitude tests do have some advantages. For example,
they can be used with students who have had no prior exposure to
a subject, and they are often less time-consuming than achievement
tests. Consequently, aptitude tests can offer an efficient method
for screening and selecting students. However, because the content
of these tests often is not tied to specific subject areas, the
instructional implications of test results are limited. For example;
if a student performs poorly on a mathematics achievement test, the
results might indicate that instruction and practice were needed in
geometry and ratio problems. If, however, an aptitude test shows
a student is low in non-verbal ability, what instructional actions
should be taken by-a teacher?

Because the results of scholastic aptitude and mental ability
teats can have serious consequences for students, they-must be
-interpreted4ith great caution. 'If a. student does poorly on an
aptitude test, it may mean that the student has a poor chance of
succeeding in certain school subjects. Equally likely, perhaps,
poor performance could be due to the, tact that the student did not
have the environmental opportunities to develop the abilities in

,,question. Here is rattled the issue of cultural bias, a problem that
exists in achievement tests as well. For example, one common



aptitude test item shop three sailboats in a picture at different
distances from the horizon, and asks the students to identify which
boat is furthest. Reading of picture cues is a culturally em-
bedded skill that is taught in school,in come countries. A student
who failed this item may have done so because the student was not
taught how to judge' perspective in two-dimensional space. Thus,
it often is difficult to determine exactly.how much of an aptitude
test score.is a function of cultural difference and prior chante
to learn and how much a function of low ability. Cultural dif-
ference also may affect other aspects of test` performance. For
example, factors such ls examiner-child rapport, anxiety, motiva-
tion, understanding of directions, etc., clearly win 'influence
student test scores. Consequently, matey have argued that mental
aptitude tests are biased toward middle class culture, and dis-
criminate seriously against minority group members, students from
non-English speaking backgrounds and those from lower socioeconomic
backgrounds. Some states have banned.intelligence testing
entirely, while others have mandated procedures to ensure that
tests do not receive undue emphasis in decisions about student
futures. Others have argued that those skills and knowledges
that are needed to succeed on these tests are tne same ones
needed to succeed in school and society.
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Chapter III

SELECTING STANDARDIZED TESTS TO SUIT YOUR PURPOSES:
STANDARDS FOR EVALUATION

Test selection involves a consideration of the quality of I
the test instrument and the appropriateness of the test in ful-.
filling local purposes. The end result of the process of test
selection is not so much a compromise of either standard, but
rather an awareness of the limitations of any test so that
accommodations can be made in the use of test results. It may
be that-the information gained by testing will not provide _a-U'
that the district originally sought, but the appropriateiise of
the test has limits which cannot be exceeded ii-the-interptet-
ations are to remain accurate. Some ludgmehiS about tests must
be made by persons qualified in the selection and use of tests.
This chapter will identify the measures by which tests are judged
and suggest some ways of selecting tests so that local goals can
be more easily and more realistically reached. One of the most
important considerations will be how closely the tests match the
'district's practices and goals. By knowing a little about the
construction of tests a person can reasonably be expected to
make an appropriate selection of a quality instrument. The key,

evillF is which instruments of comparable quality will perform
the functions that allow the most economical and effective use
of student and teacher time and effort.

Test selection is a little bit like sculpting an elephant
out of-large granite rock. With hammer and chisel you knock
away' everything that does not look like an elephant until the
sculpture is Complete. In selecting a test you will eliminate
those tests, with features inappropriate for your use of which do
not add anything to the accomplishment of your goals. You will
eliminate tests which do not measure up to the Standards of
test construction. In the end you must choose between tests
which to some extent meet your criteria. It is judgment by
professionals at this point which will produce something of
value, something of continued usefulness, and something which
will allow districts 'to proceed_with the assessment of students
to meet the identified needs.

Before one decides to test it would be useful to think
a'aout what one is attempting to accomplish. 'Measuring achieve-
ment or aptitude is not as easy as some might think. Imagine
for a moment that you have come at the close

The

a late summer's
evening to a small lake set in the woods. The half moon provides
just enough light to see: An evening breeze blows a mist about
the lake, obscuiing but not completely blocking the shape of
dbjects. You decide to recreate this scene and relate it to
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others. How would an artist begin to-capture this scene? With
limited tools and skills it is difficult to portray the changing
shape of mist, the shrouded trees, and to add a sense of the Other
stimuli present such as the coolness of the moist night air
against your skin.

Thenieasurement of aptitude and achievement is just as
elusive. We must pfdceed with measurement tools which are im-

ti perfect and observation skills which are limited: The artist
would struggle to see in the mist the shapes that provide dim-
ension and then try with brush or ,pen to portray what he saw.
When observing the results of the artist, the viewer attempts to
supply many of the intangibles of the scene based on his own
past experience. In testing we observe the product of the
existing tools of measurement and struggle with a desire to
relate our observations to our own experience.

There is a demand for some proof of the existence of learn-
ing. Some have real or imagined uses for the outcomes which de-
velop as a result of teaching and learning. It requires a skilled
observer to assist in identifying the detail which would be mis-
sed by most persons. In this respect there is a role for teachers
'in 'testing aqd -for critics in art. Both are sensitive to the
medium and tfie subject and are perhaps the beSt resource to de:
scribe what occurs in either prOcess. Such comments along with
reflection based on our accumulatfdn of experience allow us to
infer certain things about what we could expect in future exper-
iences of this kind. Supportive and remiltiscent, sketches and
interpretations of life known as tests help people think about,
their 'concerns. This access to events occurring in another place
and time is at the_ heart of measurement, the reason that art
exists.

If the decision is made 'that tests are to be used, then the
first task is to establish the purpose of the testing program.
Secondly, one must search for a useable testing instrument. The

,.usefulness of a test will be determined by how consistently it
provides the information sought and the degree to which the te't

- is capable 4Df achieving stated goals. These ars>the primary
considerations in test selection.

Technical Properties of a Test

The properties of standardized tests which a school district
might first consider in the selection of a test would include
consideration of the reliability and the validity of the test.
Estimates of reliability and validity are provided in information
about the test supplied by test publishers and incependent re-
viewers. Test publishers complying with the Standards for
Psychological and Educational Testing will describe the results
of several measures of reliability and validity along with other
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descriptive data in_test manuals. dscar Buros's Mental Measure-
ment Yearbook lists and reviews a large 'number of Currently pub-
lishedtests. Other sources of information are available and
will be detailed later in this chapter. These sources may be
useful in making comparisions abodt,the qualities and:propexties
of tests as they relate to each other and to the goals of the
district testing program. This section discusses how these com-
parisons are developed and 'suggests some cautions to be considered.

Typically a district would use standardized achievement
tests to Make generalizations about a person's performance on
'measures of developed abilities. From personality inventories
and aptitude tests mentioned in the previous chapter, other
inferences'are made. Any measure of behavioral or educational
characteristics of a student--the non-physical measurements--
dre subject to some error. It is the nature of psychological
and educational testing that the process is less exact than
physical measurement. When using test results, teachers, coun-
selors, and administrators need an awareness of the possibility
for error. Test'results are useful in,drawing inferences and
generalizations when used in combination with other factors to
develop judgments. It is not correct to abandon the use of tests.
simply because they do not, allow us to weigh in scales the
thoughts of man. The weight of a gold ball should remain con-
stant through-several weighings. Unlike a gold ball, the edu-
cational and psychological characteristics of students are in
flux. Our efforts to measure those characteristics will he
affected by, the changes that take place within each individual.
Even if we could assess the same. grdUp repeatedly with the same
instrument, which is not a Likely or probable occurance, the
results of the test abuld vary according to factors largely in-
dependent of the test instrument.

PART A

RELIABILITY

Reliability is used in testing to indicate how consistently
a test can measure performance over time and when administered

i in somewhat different conditions. When the reliability of a
test is high, individuals will retain their relative rank when
scores are compared to-others' in repeated administrations of
the test. A test must provide consistent results even consid-
ering that students will often take the test in various locations
and with different test administrators. These differences will
produce slight varia+ions in instructions, timing, and other
environmental factors. To be useful to.a district, a test must

t be .tolerant of such variations and produce useable results in
spite of the differences. Some of these Variables affecting
the,consistency of tests are trait instability, sampling error,
administration error, and scoring errors.

r,
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Trait Jnstability

Trait instability is another way of saying how much edu-
cational characteristics will vary over time. It is one of the
variables in testing that is independent of the test. What a
student knows and forgets about a body of knowledge or domain
will change with the experiences he has.` The reaction to the
different queitions used, in a lest-will vary.

Sampling Error

Sampling error is the term used to describe how the choice
of questions affects the reliability of the test. Since test
questions will produce scores from which inference About the
knowledge of a specific student or groups of students is made,
then some provision for Identifying this factor must be included.

Administrative Errors

Errors in the administration of atest may be made.. While
such error should be limited, the complete elimination of error
in this area is not likely. The test must be flexible enough to
account for a range' of individual styles and conditions in test
administration.

Scoring Error

Scoring error is a mistakeson tests when a-student knows
the comet answer, brit markethe_answer_incorrectly. A less'
than accurate, picture of how well the student knows the infor-
mation being tested is presented. 'Such errors should not be
overlooked as to their effect on test reliability.

Error Variance.

In a reliable test, finally, the personal qualities that
the student brings into the testing session should not drastically
affect the outcome. How a person feels physically, how interes-
ted he is in taking the test, even how lucky he is in guessing
the correct'answer will all affect the reliability of the test.
In the construction of a test,.the designer must not only-take
into account these non-test variables, or error. variances, but
must also explain in the teEt information the result of con-
sidering these error variances and how reliable the test is
after taking Onto account these possibilities.

Reporting Reliability

Many kinds of variables will affect test-scores. It is
reasonable to expect that test publishers will provide infor-
mation they feel is important about the effect of variables on
loe reliability of their test. Since reliability can be estab-
lashed in a number of ways that will be different for different
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kinds of tests, the district's purposes, and not those of the
test publisher; should be the criteria against which reliability
is judged.

--For example, if you were looking for a competency test you
would likely select a test that hag used equivalent forms to

establish reliability. You_want to have a test that is very re-
liable around the passing point as opposed to the high or low
end of the scores. Equivalent'forms of the test tend to provide
a superior measure of. the test's consistency around the passing
point or central point of the scoring range. In.a test-that is
to.measure--mastery of a 05411 or domain, it might be moire useful
to detexOtne very accurately the scores. at the top end of the
range.- The.various methods of.establishing test reliability
are ,presented so that in selecting a test the method that best
fits the district's needs can be examined.

Measures of'Reliability

a Lliability information, as reported in reviews of tests,
will frequently be reported in quantitative terms derived through
statistical analysis of the results of test administrations. The
results-of this analysis, commonly reported as a correlation co-
efficient, will show how gAosely the results compared agree with
each other. The correlation' coefficient is a measure of relation-
ship. What the test reviews will hope to show is that a r-liable
'test will produce test scores that have a high correlation co-

. efficient. The correlation es-efficient is exptessed as a value
ranging from +1.00 to -1.00. lo indicate performance on the
test whiCh is identical for the same person or groups of persons,
a +1.00 correlation would be provided. To show complete opposite
performance, a correlation of -1.00 would be assigned. To show
that_there was no relationship at all a correlation of 0.00 would
result.. For a reliable test instrument, a strong pOsitive cor-
re ation is desirable. As a general rule, a correlation of +0.85
would be acceptable when considering a test for which group in-
ferences,will be made. The specific needs of the district will
govern what correlation is acceptable. but a Correlation close to
zero will indicate a test which will be less than useful.

Tests of Reliability

TO assist with test-to-test comparison, publishets provide
much of the data one needs in assessing reliability. The re-:
liability inCces reported in the test manual or by reviewers
of test. are likely to be determined by one of the following

'methods: test-retest, equivalent 'form:, snlit halves, or Kuder-

Richardson. They measure equivalence or stability in the test
. and would be reported as appropriate to the test.

y'rest-Ritest Methou

Test-retest reliability is determined by administering a
test to a group of persons, and then re-administer the same
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test J the same group at a later time. The scores for both
tests for the group are correlated. When reporting reliability
in this manner, the test should indicate how long an interval of time
will affect the way a person is likely to answer a particular ques-
tion. If the interval is too short, the learning that occurs in the
first test administration is likely to be carried over to the
second test. The student may mark an answer incorrectly on the
second test the same way as on the first test because of memory
effect. If the test is-to measure developed abilities, this-
kind of carry over will give results that do not reflect the
students' true ability. Tests in.the ,sychological domain are
not so severely affected by thig kind of error.

.In addition to the score variance that occurs as the same
person retakes the same test over time,other possibilities for
error variance present themselves. Different questions on sep-
arate forms of the test might be more difficult-for some students.
To correct for this error, measures of equivalence have been de-
veloped in an attempt to identify such potential ptoblems.
Equivalent forms of the same test which are equal in content and
statistical properties are administered to the same group of
students. Sometimes such forms are described as being parallel
to emphasize that the content is to be similar betweeM the two
forms., An example of this would be to weigh the same ,object on
two different scales on the same day. Assuming the object does
not physically change between the two weighings, we would expect
the differences in weight to be due to the difference in the in-
strument used for measurement,'"or to measurement errors.

Equivalent Forms Method

In parallel or equivalent form measures of reliability the
student will take both tests and the scores will be compared. If
there is a high correlation we assume the test is reliable.. In
selecting the two forms to be used, consideration should be
given to similarity of content, mean scores, and variances for
eac.i. If the tests follow closely in succession, it is likely
that the differences in scores will be due to the differences
in th forms. The range of difficulty of items, format, time
for administration, and examples must all be Carefully consid-
ered in the construction of the tests to be compared. Because
of the difficulty in creating such equivalent forms, test de-
signers have sought other methods to establish reliability.

Split Half Method

When it is impractical to test the same group on more than
one occasion, or if'alternate forms of the test are not available.
items making up the test scores caa,be examined to determine re-
liability. Student peitorniance on individual items on the test
is related to the total test score. Split-half reliability is
one., such method of establishing the internal consistency and the
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homogeneity of test items. The scores of the items are separated,
the sub-scores determined, and then correlated. If the sub-scores
are identical, then we have a measure of how reliable a test only
half as long as the original might be.

Kuder-Richardson Method

To avoid splitting the test to check rel ility, the Kuder-
Richardson formulas can be used when the item are scored either'
"right or wrong,'t or in some "all or none" t e tests. The Kuder-
Richardson formulas, K-R 20 047K=R 21, are used in situations
where items on the test are assumed to have either the same level
of difficulty or different levels of difficulty. K-R 21 is the
formula which assumes constant difficulty levels for all items.
It is more useful for classroom teachers to know because the com-
putation is direct and easy. The teacher must only compute the
mean and variance for the test and substitute the values deter-
mined and the number of test items into the formula.

The K-R formulas produce correlation coefficients comparable
to procedures used earlier. Because of the nature of the K-R
formulas, there will be generally lower correlations from tests
that measure widely varying skills and content than from tests
which require the same kinds of skills and cover similar,eontent.
For example, a test which consists entirely of vocabulary words
will likely produce more consistent results internally than a test
that includes vocabulary, spelling, and math computations. The
first kind of test is said to be homogeneous and the second is
said to be heterogeneous. Individual variations are going to be
greater on heterogeneous tests because all skills of an individ-
ual do not develop at the same rate and to the same extent. Even.
though reliable assumptions can be made from test performance on
tests that cover a single skill, the purpose for testing in your
school may be to assess a variety of skills and aptitudes.
In such cases a lower, but acceptable correlation measure ay
be the best choice.

Comparing Reliability Methods

The purpose for testing as well as what the test fs supposed
to Pleasure must be considered in examining the measure of relia-
bility and item consistency. If you wish to determine how het-
erogeneous the test is, the difference between the correlation Ap
for the split-half reliability and the Kuder-Richardson correla-
tion would be an indication. Kuder-Richardson formulas will
show a lower correlation for widely varying skills. Split-half
measures of reliability would likely produce a higher correlation
on such rests. Knowing the difference can help to identify the
heterogeneity of the test under consideration.
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Other Factors Affecting Reliability

In a longer test, a split-half reliability measure will produce
a higher reliability coefficient or correlation than when
the separate parts are considered. This will continue to hold
true as the test is lengthened by the addition of equivalent
items. It will work in the reverse as well. When equivalent
items are taken out of the test, the correlation coefficient will
decline, Practical considerations of how much time can be
alloted to testing will determine the most appropriate test
length for individual school purposes. It may be that a highly
reliable test which is too long will be passed over for a
shorter, but less reliable alternative.

The speed quality of the test will also affect the relia-
bility. As the internal consistency of a test is examined, some
differences in item difficulty will be found. A test which em-
phasizes speed over power (knowledge brought to the testing
situation) will be designed in such a way as to allow most stu-
dents to answer all of the questions. a speed test, dif-
ficulty level of items is quite low andl%e items are very
consistent. Because of this the reliability coefficient will
appear to be quite high when items of the test are compared to
one another. If a test is selected for its speell qualities
alone, a reliability measure such as test-retest or alternate
forms would tell you more about the test's ability to accomplish
its goals than one which simply examined halves of the test
or looked to other internal consistency measures.

Another factor affecting reliability measures Is thsthomo-
geneity of the group. If you have a group of students that Jo
quite similar towthe group on which the measures were established,
then in a reliable test the results can be expected to be con-
sistent. For example, suppose an achievement test under con-
sideration is to be administered to a group of seventh graders.
One would expect individual seventh graders' scores on the test
to vary more randomly than if the test were given to students
of markedly different ability levels such as might be encountered
in a grade span of fourth through ninth grades. Assuming the
items to be consistently difficult, the fourth graders should
score lower on the various forms of the test and the more
advanced students higher. When testing a group similar in age
and abilities, such as students in a single grade, the probab-
ility of consistent scoring differences occurring drops. The
charaCteristics of the norming group can be compared, to the
groups to be tested to determine if the reliability of the test
can be expected to remain consistent.

Similar to group homogeneity, item homogeneity will affect
the reliability of the scores. The difficulty of the items used
will determine high cy low reliability based on the number of
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persons who correctly answer the question. Consistency of scoring
will affect the measure of reliability if everyone answers the
majority of'items because they are easy, or everyone misses the
majority of answers'because-they,are more difficult. The test
examiner is hampered in determining reliability if student
ranking is not apparent from the test scores. This is because
reliability, by the definition we are using, calls for the
same individual to retain the same rank in relationship to
other scores through repeated admissions of the test.

Theie Variables are taken-into account in the development of
the test. The results of the review of the test show the degree
of consistency of results over repeated admissions of the test.
The selection of the test most appropriate to your purpose can be
made using this information. Once sufficient reliability is es-
tablished, other measures of appropriateness of the test can be
considered.

PART B

VALIDITY

A test may be reliable and can provide consistent results,
but will pe of little use if it does not measure what we are in-
terested'In measuring. If it purports to measure what we hope
to learn about, but is'inaccurate, then it is still not useful.
No test can be said to be absolutely reliable or valid in the
abstract. It is quife possible to have a test that is highly
valid for a particular purpose, but invalid for others. Validity
is described as the degree to which a test measures what it in-
tends to measure. There are four kinds of validity measures.
They are content validity., predictiie validity, criterion-related
validity, concurrent 'vglidity.and construct validity. TP...re is

also a measure or consideration known a/ face validity, which is
technically not a validity measure, butliS related. Predictive
validity and concurrent validity.are!often grouped together and
called criterion-,related validity.

Content Validity

Content validity is the extent to which a test measures
the subject matter content and the bedavioral changes under con-
sideration.

Content validity is of particular concern in achievement
testing. A test is carefully analyzed to determine the subject
matter content covered and the responses test takers are expec-

t ted to make, compared to the domain of achievement to be
measured.

To judge content validity, first the content domain must
be defined. This involved consideration of both the subject
matter and the type of behavior or task to be measured. Both
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the content and the process are impoitant. Content domains and
behaviors which are tested by the instrument should be identified.
It is the responsibility of the group involved in the selection
of the test to compare the domains and behaviors tested with
their own goals to determine the best available match.. Because
of the practical limitations on test length, only samples of
these domains and behaviors will be included in a test. Test
sp'cification tables and grids which identify the objectives
of the test and the content and behavior which will be tested
can be used to decide if a sufficiently large and representative
sample has been included. How many subdivisions are included
for each major category will vary. Because a test for a dis-
trict will be given to students from a large number of teachers,
the detail of the content and behavior to be considered will
be different for groups of students. It would be helpful to
the classroom teacher to see the widest possibleconsideration
of specifications so that the .practice for the greatest number
of classrooms can be matched to the specifications of the test
instrument. Then, after the inspection and comparison, judg-
ments, can be made about content validity.

In'addition to seeking the individualizations which occur
from classroom to classroom, it is important to remind those in-
volved in the selection process of the need for Some continuing
standard against which the test can be compared. The text for
the classroom, or the supplementary materials provided by the
district will give some clues as to what the actual content
taught in the courses might be. Dr. Andrew Porter of the Cen-
ter for Research on Teaching, Michigan State University, has
been working to develop methods of identifying the relationship
of the major reading textbook series to the most, commonly used
achievement tests. By using a matrix of items from chapter
exercises and the test items, comparisons are derived. Such
%Inds of studies may help to more clearly describe what items
from the texts are sampled by the tests. The process appears
to have application to other non-textbook materials and cur-
riculum inclusions as well. If successful, a major obstacle
would be eliminated and test content could be more accurately
matched to the classroom instruction.

Examining for Content Validity

Four possible. threats to content validity should be taken
into account when examining a test. What is the extent of the
mismatch between program objectives and the objectives of the
test? While it would be unusual to find a test that matches
perfectly with the program goals of the district, the test
should address itself to district goals as closely as possible
if program evaluation is the objective.

Does the instrument really test tae skills that it is inten-
ded to? Is it Much broader or narrower in scope than it claims to
be? Suppose writing skills are to be tested. Upon review of
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a test you judge the skill tested most frequently bo be that of
proofreading. The test would be more valid for assessing
editing and correcting skills than for assessing skill in
sentence construction, style, etc.

Is the vocabulary or the format of the test familiar to
students or does the test iely on a speCific set of curriculum
materials? In some instances tests will be developed to match
specific materials sets, and would include vocabulary that would
be unfamiliar to the students. Content and format of the test
may be equally dependent on materials used, so a thorough exam-
ination of the entire test is in order.

Are there enough items for each objective to be tested ac-
curately? In some cases a test may be generally valid for all
other purposes of the district, but may include too few items
relating to some subskills. If less than five to eight items
are included, it may be difficult to make some statement about
a student's skills in that area., For inferences about groups of
students, a few less might give some indication of how the group
might do, but the emphasis of the test should ideally match the
emphasis of the district's program as often as possible.

Predictive and Concurrent Validity

The next two forms of validity are grouped under the heading
of criterion-related validity. When using some criteria to val-
idate the test, it is possible to collect the data at the same
time, or concurrently. This procedure is used to determine if
the test provides the same information as some other measure, and
the extent of agreement between the two. Predictive validity
is generally determined by collecting the data at two different
times. It is often used to see how well the test can predict
future performance. Concurrent validity determines to what ex-
tent the information from one test can be substituted for another.
Predictive validity seeks to establish'if performance on a test
can predict some characteristic.

One problem with the use of criterion measures for comparison
is the lack of agreement that will surround the various possible
choices. For example, not everyone will agree that grades at
the and of a course are fair criteria. They might argue that
such a criterion could be affected by the subjective judgment
of the teacher. Suppose teachers had access to previous grades
or test scores. An inclination would be present to grade accor-
ding to how well they thought a student would probably do, and
not on how well the student actually performed. Others might
argue just as persuasively for the inclusion of grades and cite
the relationship between grades and future success in school. If
there is a disagreement, then persons determined to be expert in
the field might be consulted as to what criteria would be con-
sistent enough to use.
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Construct Validity

The kinds of validity measures presented so far have been
all related to some specific practical use of tests. Another
type of validity has application to'test interpretation in re-
lationship to some psychological theory. Construct validity
attempts to explain some psycholoficai quality which we feel
exists in order to explain some aspect of behavior. In

establishing if a test has construct validity, one first needs
to determine what constructs might account for certain behavior
on a test. Some assumptions or hypotheses can be developed for
that construct. Finally one would seek to verify the assumptions
by logic and by empirical procedures. In the process both the
test and theory are validated.

-One assumption about intelligence is that it will increase
with age. Another is that test Scores on some standardized tests
will differ with certain groups--such as the educationally handi-
capped and the educationally gifted. Other characteristics of .

intelligence might be identified as well. The results of tests
given to the different groups can be examined in light of the
assumed characteristics of Intelligence. If the results match
or have some high degree of correlation, then the test might be
considered valid. If they-do not match, the test might be con-
sidered invalid and the theory correct. Another assumption
would be that the underlying theory of the psychological con-
struct is wrong. Whichever one chooses to believe, the inde-
pendent Judgment of thd teacher and of groups of teachers must
be applied to the question, "Brecisely.what does this test
measure?" A review of the total evidence available about the
construct considered should give some clue as to the usefulness
of this measure of validity.

Face' Validity

Finally the test should appear to be valid to-the casual
observer, to the student who takes the test, and school pbrsonnel
who participate in the administration and use of the test end
its results. While face validity is not technically validity
at all, but rathei a judgment about how the test might be con-
sidered, it is nevertheless important. If parents feel the test
is irrelevant, then they might not seriously consider the out -
comes. Students taking the tent might not perform with enthus-
iasm and concern if they feel somehow the test is not a serious
effort on the part of the district to 'min information. The
appearance or face value of the test I.; considered, and the .

test selectors must decide if by outward' appearances persons
will seriously consider the test and the results obtained by
using it.

Of,
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PART C

. TEST NORMS

Test norms are provided by the test publisher to allow
those involved in selecting tests to determine if the group
upon which the test was normed or standardized is similar to
the group of students in their district. Not every instructor's
manual for a test will describe in detail the specifics of the-,
norming population. This unfortunate occurance has been allowed

to become practice in too many instances.and accounts for a great
deal of thd confusion over lower than anticipated test scores.
What if, for example, a test was normed on a sample that was geo-
graphically removed from the district considering the test. Cer-
tain speech patterrs and idiosyncrasies can be introduced into
the vocabulary of the test which would be advantageous to stu-
dents from the norming area. 'You need go no further thanthe
definition for a flavored, usually colored, carbonated beverage
popular with both children ard adults. Students from the east
coast of the United States would certainly mark "soda" as-the
correct answer. The bops and girls from Kansas City would be
surprised if the correct answer were anything but "pop."

The influence of television advertising on children might
affect the answers given by different age groups. Early primary
children would possibly believe that "S-E-I-T-Z" spells baloney.
After all, they were told that in certain advertisements by
Seitz, a manufacturer of processed meats. Older test takers
sight be inclined to spell "relief" "MAIDS," especially after
completing the test section on mathematical computation.

Some general rules to keep in mind when considering the nor-
ming population in regard to the district population would in-
clude sufficient size, diversity, age, geographic location, and
other characteristics to draw comparisons to the distribt which
wIll be giving the test. Such information is available from
fist publishers who 4o not provide local norms, but can offer
assistance in helping the district to determine them. The dis-
trict can have its test scores reported in such a way as to re-
view the entire district and make some assumptions about how
the local population can be expected to perform over time. It

is a process of matching local and national characteristics.
More importantly, a Judgment must be made an to what the effect
of a mismatch will be when matching national information to the
local population.

Publishers will usually indicate at what time of year the
test was normed. Some 1111 provide information for more than
one time; for example, the Metropolitan Test reports spring
and fall norms so that ,the differences which occur over the
school year will be accounted for in the comparisons. Tests
that have been recently normed will be the most useful. The
content of the'test can be examined. If the content is severely
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dated, further investigktion of the norming date shoyld be made.
The copyright date on a test As not always an indication of thp
norming date, so specific information should be obtained from
the publisher. What constitutes an adequate size is relative
to your needs, but algood rule is to look for a test that has
been normed-on a large sample taken from Various locations. A

test given to a large number of students at a very few locations
is not as likely to be as representative as one which was given
to a group of comparable size at a variety of locations. The

use of a few schools might severely skew the data and make
comparison impossible.

Norms will tell how persons as a group performed on the
test, and not how they should have performed on the test. They
will allow comparisons to be made at the district level about
performance, but will not indicate what the level of performance
should be. They will not indicate advancement without looking
At previous scores. It might be more useful -for the teacher to
know a child improved two grade levels than to know that the
child is scoring at the average for all students nationally.

The-choice_o_f_norms, either national, special group, or
local, for reporting and comparison ofdiStrtet-scores-Rmiet-be_
weighed carefully against the goals of the district,. National
norms, however large and diverse, will likely have been collec-
ted+through tests administered at schools. Considering that
different age groups attend or drop out of school differently,
one realizes the possibility' for excluding some people exists.
If the national norm was established for eleventh graders and
the national dropout rate was ten per cent, then the dropout
rate in the district using the test might be a consideratign if
it exceeds or lags behind the average. Special group or fixed
reference norms might provide 'a cons:lstent standard if they fit
the district's particular needs. Local norms might be fine for
decisions about the school program from location to location,
but might not satisfy the demand of legislators who seek infor:
mation about how well the students in the state or district are
performing compared to the national average. -

PART D

STANDARDS FOR EDUCATION

It seems appropriate to make a point at this time about
standards. One of the advantages of standardized tests is tLat
their use over the years have produced results, that are gener-
ally recognized by the public and many, educators as acceptable,
standards. If there are misgivings about the standards demon-
strated by test scores, it is a matter of degree and certainly
not an absolute denial of their worth. Experts in educational
measurement can point to significant improvements in tests and
test use. These changes came about for a variety of reasons.
Some changes have resulted, in fewer. deficiencies in tests, but
most of the attention lately has been centered around the use
of test results. This is where the greatest potential 'for
abuse lies.
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Repeatedly in this manual it'is stated that the selection
and use of tests must fit local goals and objectives. The in-
clusion of teachers and school officials id the selection of
tests that best lit their goals and curriculum is stressed.
This remains true and vital if tests are to be properly used
and of value to a district program. If, at the same time, °after
extensive examination of available tests there are apparently
none which are reasonably close to the content of the curriculum
taught or seemingly none-of the available instrueents will fit
the needs of the testing program, then perhaps at examination
of the district curriculum might be in order. A great many in-
novations in curriculum and programs have developed. Not all
are appropriate for the needs of students who must compete in
a real world upon graduation. While it is not likely that any
test will exactly match the specifics of each district, it is
likely that for the test to be marketed profitably and econom-
ically offered that the test must have road appeal. Suppose
the district needs and goals are so diNrgent from other dis-
tricts that none of the available tests can provide enough in-
formation about your program to be useful. It is possible that
students are being prepared-for- a-socIety-vas*ly-different from
the one in which they will have to participate. This kind of
injustice far exceeds any abuse that an inadequate test or the
improper use of test results might generate. Concensus of many
as to the needs of the group is often the vehicle which offers
the best possibility for compromise. Students will be the
beneficiaries if teachers are widely involved in the decisions
affecting curriculum offerings, testing programs, and the overall
goals of the system. Fears about teacher groups abusing cur-
riculum goals are unfounded. Natural limits on the power of
any single constituency exist in free collective bargaining.
Teachers should pursue bargaining beyond economic issues and
press for participation in the. discussions relating to educa-
tional matters. Through this forum the observations of the
classroom instructor can be presented.

PART E

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

The selection of the test or tests that best serve pur-
poses determined by the district is dependent upon a wide range
of variables. Systematic procedures for consideration of these
variables will certainly help the process, especially if es-
tablished at the local level to meet the requirements and the
resources of the local district. For this reason only a con-
cept is offered as a basis for proceeding. No detailed for-
mula or recipe offered here is going to contribute much to
the establishment of a specific plan. Education about tests
and involvement of the widest range of opinion and participants
in the selection of the test offers the best hope to accomplish
the task. The rough elements of test selection Should include
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the participation of a group of individuals who are knowledge-
able about the advantages and limitations of tests. If the
knowledge is insufficient, then education must precede action.
Careful review of the district's goals in education, and the
part that testing plays would be a logical step to follow. An
examination of the available tests can be made, but needs.to
be done considering the actual curriculum covered. A sequence
emerges from this kind of reasoning, and sequence is probably
the key to test selection. Education precedes the collection
of information. If enough information has been gathered to
make a decision, then proceed to the next step. If the know-
ledge about the application of the information seems too limited,
then logic calls for more information or education. -Teachers
should not feel as if they are being rushed to judgment by
either district officials-or by others with an interest in the
sale or, acquisition of tests. Reputable test publishers can
be expected to provide assistance and reference to assist in
the selection of the instrument. Those who are reluctant to be
of help must receive the message that without the support and
assistance necessary to make a decision with which teachers will
be comfortable, there will be no selection.

The technical considerations of tests are very important and
--anyf-inl'here are some

practical considerations as well. This final section-dr§ausses------L____
cost, format, time requirements, and similar concerns that.will
have an impact on the way tests are used and the extent to which
they will prevent or encourage teachers to use test results in
decisions about children.

The cost of tests must be considered in relationship to the
cost of educating a student. Tests may range from as little as
$.50 per student per administration and scoring, up to and be-
yond 11.35. When one adds the cost for sufficient manuals, in-
dividual tests, scoring and other associated costs, such as the
proverbial #2 pencil, it may seem like a substantial,sum in
order to get the information sought. While it is generally
wise to be conscious of tae total cost for test administration,
much more money is spent each year on the education of students.
If every student had a test each school year that cost around four
dollars, less than three tenths of one percent of his education
cost would have been spent for testing. Information from this ex-
penditure can be gained about the student that is used to make de-
cisions about the most useful and productive way to allocate the

other 99.7 percent of the resources available. The costs of
tests are listed in several publications and the publishers
will be able to provide up-to-date quotes on the current prices.
Buros' Mental MeasuremeneYearbook lists the costs for tests,
specimen sets, technical manuals, scoring charges, and incidental
costs for tests listed. A comparison of costs in books which
have been published for some time should give you an idea of
how the various tests costs range, but the most current prices
from the publishers along with anticipated future cost increases
would be a more accurate estimate as the selection process moves
toward a decision.



' In the appendix is a list of some of the more commonly used
tests along with the publishers. For a minimal cost, sample
tests and technical manuals should be available. This kind of
collection in the district's test resource library 'should be.ac-
ceeeible to teachers. The district teacher center would be an-
ideal choice for such a library.

In addition, a service offered by the Educational Testing
Service of Princeton, Vew Jersey, called simply the "Test Col-
lection," contains an extensive library of tests and other
measurement devices. It was established as an archive for tes-
ting and has current test information and related services
available to persons engaged in education, research, and ad-
visory activities. Over 10,000 tests are kept there in addition
to files on American and foreign test publishers. -Scoring ser-
vices and systems, state tasting programs, published test re-
views., and reference materials on measurement and evaluation
information are also available. These tests and materials are
ibvailable to teachers and to distridts and could serve to ed-
cate staff as well as expedite the test selection process.
e staff of the Test Collection are available to answer phone and
it inquiries. Access to the Test Collection resources is also

possible oe-site to qualified persons who have an interest in
testing.

Current information on testing can be obtained through a
publication by the Test Collection called News on Tests.' An-
nouncements of new tests by publishers or non-commercial sources,
citations of test reviews, and new reference materials of in-
terest to those involved in testing are included in the annual
ten-issue publication. Tests which are not qommercially avail-
able, but cited in educational and psychological literature,
are available-on microfiche from the collection in individual
copies or sets of a hundred. The list of Major U.S. Publishers
of Staudardized Tests is also available in pamphlet form.
Annotated tests bibliographies in epecific subject areas have
been prepared and are available on request.

Also located at the ETS headquarters is the ERIC Clear-
inghouse on Tests, Measurement, and Evaluation. Annotated bib-
liographies are available fromthe ERIC Document Reproduction
Service (HORS), Computer Microfilm Corporation, P. 0. Box 190,
Arlington, Virginia 22210. These bibliographies would serve
to provide the latest information on publications relating to
the specific topic of testing that is important to the district.
Some are included in the appendix to this manual.

Is reviewing tests for selection it would be useful to
speculate on the potential use of the test and what can be done
to get maximum information from each test available. The length
of time necessary to administer the test will play a role in .

bow' often a test might be used. If the time required to admit-
later, score, and get the results back from tests seems excessive
to school personnel, the tests may not be used as planned. Like-
wise, if the teachers who are administering the test feel
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excessive time is spent in the testing process that could he
used more successfully in other educational activity they might
resist ueing.the test. Some consideration for these attitudes
must be made prior to the acquisition of the test. If the
specifications of .the test exceed what you determine will be
tolerated by staff and students you should reconsider your
choice. An'alternative test might be adopted or the advantages
that can bergainedNby using the particular test must be con-
vincingly explained. .

i
.

Test scoring is another practical consideration that must
not be overlooked in selection." A variety of scoring services
are available. Some simply provide a self-scoring guide for
.teachers. Others have elaborat: computer-scoring and data com-

,
parisons. Choose the one that meets the needs of groups and
individuals in the district who intend to use test results in
making decisions. Test publishers shoUld 'be

v
illing to des-

cifcribe the 'various appropriate applications the scoring
services and specify the costs associated'wi each. Gener-
ally, asummary of'the scores for pupils at scpool and district
levels can assist in making some observations about the level
of achievement in the district as well as establishing some
expectations for performance of the various groups. The kinds
of scores. generally available include raw scores, national and
local percentile scores, national and local stanine scores,
standard scares, and grade or age equivalent scores. In some
cases such as criterion-referenced tests a percent correct
score might be provided. The reporting options are available
for school, classroOm or the individual needs. Some might be
appropriate for parents or others concerned with'the education
process. The important thing to remember 'is that not all score
reports are equally comprehensible and useable. Knowledge of

, the format for presentation and the information provided can
help to promote wider use,of the test.for the purposes intended.

As previously stated, a systematib, thoughtful examination
of the available options is going to produce for each district
different procedures; but useful results. It would be of some
value far thwparticipants involved and for future test selection .

committees to have notes and summaries of the selection activities.
Locally developed procedures such as these could be reviewed by
experts and their advice sought as to possible improvements.

The end result of the effort,should be the selection of an
acceptable test that will provide an estimate. Tests are not
unique from assessment in general, as al? assessment provides
estimates of the measure considered. Considering the problems
that would occur without standards for comparison, tests pro-
perly constructed and used-are far and away better than the
absence of any standards.
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Chapter IV

INTERPRETING TEST RESULTS

. Once a tett has been administered amd some kind of score obtained,
some sort of interpretation of that score needs to be made,. It is
difficult to place a test score in its proper perspective without
sometstandard or basis for comparison.. .-

Consider the following scores received by a student on an
achievement test and its lb-tests:

Language Reading Mathematical Mathematical Composite
Arts Comprehension Concepts Computations Score

52 46 61 48 53

These scores, by themselves, tell us nothing about the students'
performance. We have no idea how many ,uestions the student answered
correctly_out of the total possible. We do not know how much mastery

`:over the subjects this student has. We do not know how this student's
performance compares to that of other students. We do not know how
this student did on one sub-test relative to another because we do
not-know what test scales are used, or what the scores mean.

We must have some system for reporting test scores that will
provide us with useful-information.

This chapter discusses raw scores and various kinds of derived
scores which are used to report test results. The intent of this
.chapter is not to provide a technical discussion of such scores,
but to offer an overvie4 of the concepts behind the various scores
to help the reader in,score interpretation.

.fit Scores and-Derived Scores

The raw score is simply the number of test items a student
answers correctly on the sub-test or test as a whole. For example,
the student who correctly answered 37 of 88 items would have a raw
Amore of 37.

Row scores alone have little meaning. For example, what does
it moan that a student achieved a raw score of 37 on a test? In
order to interpret this score, you need to compare it to some standard.
Derived stoves, scores that are dervied from the raw score, provide
lama comparative information. They tell you what a student's raw
se means in relation to the scores of other students, or what it
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means in relation to a student's accomplishment of tesNontent.
These two basic comparisons represent two divergent perspectives in
testing that were described in Chapter II.

From a criterion- referenced perspective, derived scores would
show to what extent a student has mastered a specific area of
content. A percentage correot score would indicate what proportions
of the content domain the student has mastered. Using the example
above, the student would have a percentage correct score of 42 per
cent:

37
U. 0.4205 X 100 42.05 or 42 per cent

Also, wemight tient to have a minimally acceptable score, or cut-off
score, to indic to the minimal mastery level that would be accepted.

Using the test above, a raw score of 50 might be the minimally
acceptable score. The student attaining a 37 would fall below that
score and"would not have demonstrated the sought after level of
mastery.

There are also techniques for comparing a test score of one
student with others in a single group of test scores or with a larger
group who have previously taken the,test. Examples of such scores
are percentiles, standard scores, stanines, normal curve equivalents,
and grade level equivalents. These will be discussed below.

The Normal Distribution

Basic to the discussion of derived scores for norm-referenced
tests is the concept of the normal distribution. A normal distribu-
tion is a distribution which is perfectly symmetrical about its
mean and has a bell shape. Scores are concentrated around the mean
with fewer scores at either extreme. The general form of the normal
distribution is shown below:

The distribution of test scores in the norm group is assumed to
conform to the normal distribution and is assumed to be typical of
the population to be represented by the norm group.
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The distribution of test scores within the norm group is simply
a summary of how. students scored, that is, how mnstudents achieved'
each possible score. An example is shown below. distribution is
computed for each grade level or age level, and becomes the basis
for calculating all subsequent derived scores. Typically, the
distribution shows that most students' scores at or near the mean, or
the average score for the group, and few scores are extreme, either
very high or very low.

700
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100

0

Sample Distribution of Standard Scores

10 20 30 , 40
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Total,Teat Score

50 60 70

Because of the performance of the norm group is basic to the inter-
pretation of teat scores, one should examine critically this group's
validity. Several questions you might ask include:

1

o Do the students particpa,ting in the norming truly
represent the intended population? Were students
similar to those being test included?

o Was there a suffiCient number of students
in the norming to warrant generalization?

o Is the performance information relatively

o- Was the norming conducted at the same time of year
that the students took the test?

included

current?

The answers to these questions can be found in the examiners
manual for the test. Test publishers report national norms. If it
is found that the answers to any of the above questions are negative,
one should be skeptical about using the norm to interpret the test
results.



One additional warning in interpreting test scores needs to be
made. Because the sabres derived from different tests are based on
the performance of different norm groups, the derived scores are
not directly comparable. For example, a score at the 50th percentile
on the California Test of Basic Skills is not exactly the same as
scoring atthe 50th percentile on the California Achievement Test.
Perhaps the norm group for the former test was composed of higher
achievers than the latter, or vice versa. In addition, the two tests
may measure different skills.

Percentile Scores

One way to determine how a student's performance compares with
the norm group is to derive a percentile score. A student's percen-
tile score indicates the percentage of the norm group whose raw-
scores fell below the student's raw score. For example, performing
at the 60th percentile means that a studens raw score was higher
than 60 percent of the students in the norm group.

If a student earns a raw score of 82 items correct out of 100
total items on a science test, this would be equivalent to the 98th
percentile if 98 percent of the students who took the test received
scores below an 82.

A percentile score shows how a student ranks with respect to
the performance of the norm group. A percentile score ranges from
one to 99 and is derived from the score frequency. That is, the
number of students in the norm group achieving each possible score
is computed. Percentiles are not difficult to compute. The per-
centile score corresponding to each raw score is calculated as
the sum of the percentage of students scoring below the raw score

.plus one half the percentage of students &coring the same raw score.
An example is shown in Table 1 (see following page).

Percentiles have disadvantages. The distortion of per-
centile scores around the mean can be a serious problem. All test
scores are estimate,, and can easily vary a point or two. Test
publishers, in fact, often report,an index called the standard
error. This index takes into account chance errors and offers one
basis for determining the range within which a student's true score
probably falls. Using this statistic, a student's true score can
be interpreted as within the interval bounded by the score the
student received on the test plus and minus one standard error.

If the distribution is norual, a percentile difference will
not represent the same amount as an equivalent rai score different.
For example, the raw score difference between the' Oth and 59th
percentiles is not as great as between the 90th and 99th percentiles.



Table 1

Sample Raw Score and Percentile Score Equivalents

Total Raw
Score

Number of
Students
Achieving

Score

Cumulative
Frequency

Cumulative
1

Percentage
Percentile

2

Score

1 1 1 1% 1

2 2 3 3% ,.2

3 4 7 7% 5

4 10 17 17% 12

5 24 41 41% 29

6 22 63 63% 52

7 16 79 79% 71

8 10 89 89% 84

9 4 93 93% 91

10 2 95 95% 94

11 2 97 97% 96

12 2 99 99% .98

13 0 99 99% 98

14 0 99 99% 98

15 1 100 100% 99

16 0 100 100% 99

1Cumulative Percentage
Cumulative Frequency X 100

ct

Total Number o2 Students

2Percentile Score Cumulative percentage Below Score + percentage
achieving score'

45'
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Percentile scores can be misleading because they do not tellyou how much a student knows, but rather how the student's perfor-mance-compares with others% For example, a student could score inthe 84th percentile by answering correctly only 50 percent of theitems. Although one might'say that.the student is doing well relativeto other students, you could not say that he or she had masteredthe test content.

Standard Scores

Another way of determining a student's relative standing with
respect to the norm group is to derive the student's standard scores.Although there are several types of standard scores, iiag-TRiiii-EFF-z-scare and the t-score, each indicates how far a student's raw scoredeviates above cr below the norm group mean. The distance is expressedin terms of standard deviations. The standard deviations is a measureof how spread out the scores within a group are, and basically is anaverage of how much the scores in the group deviate from the mean.

What does it mean that a student's raw score is some number of
standard deviations above or below the mean? The interpretationbecomes more readily understandable by reference to a normal dis-tribution of scores. One of the most useful properties of a normal
distribution is that when it is 44vided into equal intervals, a 'fixed percentage of raw scores fall within each interval. Forexample, when a normal distribution is divided into intervals one
standard deviation wide, 34 percent of the raw scores fall withinthe interval from zero to one standard deviations from the mean,14 peicent of the raw scores fall within the interval from one totwo standard deviations from the mean, and two percent of the raw
scores fall within the interval from two to three deviations fromthe mean. These percentages apply to standard deviation intervals
both above and below the mean (see Figure 2).

Figure 2

Normal Distribution

Mean +1

Test Scores
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To the extent that the distribution of raw score frequencies
approaches a normal distribution, the number of standard deviations
a student's raw score deviates above or below the mean can be given
percentile score meaning. In a normal distribution, the average
score corresponds to the 50th percentile, A student scoring one
standard deviation above the mean would have a percentile score of
84, while a student scoring two standard deviations above the mean
would have a percentile score of 98. On the other side of the mean,
a student's whose raw score was one standard dev,ation below the
mean would have a percentile score of 16.

The distribution of scores within the norm group is not always
normal. The number of standard deviations above or below the mean,
therefore, does not always directly translate into percentile
scores. The correct standard score and percentile score equivalents
should, however, be provided in your test manual. In any case, as
the above discussion suggests, the number of standard deviations
above or below the mean can furnish a yardstick to determine how
unusual a student's raw score is. For example, if a student scored
within one standard deviation of the mean, the score would not be
very unusual, while if student scored more than two standard
deviations from the mean, then the performance would be quite
extreme--either extremely good, if above, or extremely poor if below
the mean. With this overview to the interpretation of deviation, we
turn to the definition of two commonly used standard scores: z-scores
and t-scores.

z-scores. z-scores tell how many standard deviations a student's
raw scores -from the group mean; they usually range in: value from
-3 to +3. A student's z-score is computed by subtracting the mean
raw score for the norm from the student's raw score and then dividing
the difference by the standard deviation from the norm group.- For
example, suppose a student scores 58 correct on a test. The norm
mean is 56 correct and the standard deviation for the norm group is

' four. The student's z-score would be:

(5, or +0.5.

This z-score indicates that a student's raw score is 0.5 standard
deviations above the mean of the norm group. A student who has a
raw score of 46 on the same test would have a z-score of:

, or -2.5.

This score indicates that the student's raw score is 2.5 standard
deviations below the norm group mean.

`7
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-t-scores. A student's t-score is derived'from the student's
z score. It is the result of multiplying the student's z-score
by 10, and adding 50. For example, a student who has a z-score
of .05 on a test has a t-score of 10 (0.5) + 50, or 55; while a
student with a z-score of -2.5 on the test has a t-score of 10
( -3,5) + 50, or 25. Here, then, in contrast to the z-score scale
where the mean is one and the one standard deviation is equal to
one, the mean of the t-score is 50, and one standard deviation
unit is 10.

t-scores indirectly indicate the number of standard devia-
tions a raw score deviates above or below the mean. A t-score
of 70 indicates that the student's raw score is 2.0 standard de-
viations-above the mean, a t-score of 35 indicates that the
student's raw score is 1.5 standard deviations below the mean of
the norm group raw scores. Given a t-score, one may determine
the number of standard deviations the student's raw score de-
viates above or below the mean by deriving a standard score laich
indicates this directly, that is, by deriving the student's z-
score. Since a t-score is equal to 10 times a z-score plus 50,
a z-score is equal to a t-score minus 50, divided by'10. So,
given a student's t -score of 70, the student's z-score is iyo-ko

10
or +2.0. And.given a student's t-score of 35, the student's
z-score is (35-50) or -1.5.

10,

The advantage of t-scores over z-scores is that they avoid
negative numbers and decimals, which makes calculations easier.
It should be noted that many other standard scores exist. For
example, the Scholsatic Aptitude Test uses a standard score
scale where the mean is 500 and-one standard deviation equals
100. Normal values for the scale thug range from 200 to 800.

Stanines

Stanines are derived scores with a mean of 5 and range from
1 to 9. They divide a normal distribution in nine parts.

Stanine scores, like standard scoies,-indicate how_far a
student's raw score deviates from the norm group mean. The dis-
tribution of raw scores in the norm group is divided into nine
intervals. -The inner seven intervals (stanines 2-8) are one-
half standard deviations wide, and the outer two intervals
(stanines 1 and 9) are greater than one standard deviation
(see Figure 3). Stanine 5 straddles the mean and contains all
raw scores within 0.25 standard deviations on either side of the
mean.

The remaining stanines are evenly distributed above and
below stanine 5. Stanines 6 and 4 contain, respectively, all



raw, scores 0.25 to 0.75 standard deviations above and below the
moan, while stanine l contains all raw scores moo than 1.75 stan-
dard deviations below the mean. When a normal aistribution is
divided into stanines, each stanine contains a fixed percentage
of raw scores: 20 percent of the raw scores fall within stanine
5; 17 percent of the raw scores fall within stanine 6 and 17 per-
cent of them fall within stanine 4; 12 percent of the raw scores
fall within each of the stanines 7 and 3; 7 percent of the raw
scores fall within stanine 8 and 7 percent of them fall within
stanine 2; and, finally, 4 percedt of the raw scores fall within
each of stanines 1 and 9.

Frequency

Figure 3

Normal Distribution

12%

7

17,%

Stanine Scores

20%

of

Stu-
dents

12%

4%

-1.75 -1.25 -.75 -.25 +.25 +.75 +1.25 '4.1.75

S.D. S.D. S.D. S.D. S.D. S.D. S.D. S.D.

Stanine 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Many have recommended the use of stanine scores rather than
percentile scores. Because stanines cover a range of percentile
scores, they tend to be more stable estimates.

Normal Curve Equivalents

Normal curve equivalents are a relatively new derived score
and have been used in ESEA Title I evaluations. Like percentiles,
normal curve equivalents range from 1 to 99, with a mean of 50.
Normal curve equivalents, however, have a standard deviation of0
21.06 so that nornSal curve equivalents of 1 and 99 correspondrto
the let percentile and 99th percentile, respectively. One dis-
advantage of normal curve equivalents is that they can be easily
confused with percentiles.
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Grade and Age Level Equivalent Scores

Grade- and age-level equivalent scores attempt to tell where
a student's raw score falls with respect to the average performance
of students at various grade or age levels. The average raw score,
the median of students at each grade or age level, then defines the
grade (or age) level equivalent for the test. Grade or age level
equivalents for grades that were not tested.are computed by inter-
polating based on the trends in the data.

If a student's score on a test was the same ks the mediane
score for all beginning second graders, then the student's grade
equivalent score would be 2.0. If the student scored the same as
the median score for all beginning third graders, a grade equiv-
alent score of 3.0 would be assigned. As mentioned above, inter-
polation would be used to assign grade equivalent scores in between.

Although grade- and age-level equivalent scores have great
intuitive appeal, they suffer from a number of methodological
problems. A primary problem is the way scores are interpolated,
that is, how scores are derived for levels not tested, and how
scores between tested levels:: are computed. Using the example
above, what does a grade equivalent score of 2.7 mean? Or, what
does a grade equivalent score of 4:6 mean if the test was not
given to students above the thlrd grade? Interpolation and
extrapolation are imprecise.

Also, small sampling errors can be compounded into large
errors in extrapolation and then make grade equivalent scores
very misleading and inaccurate.,

In addition to methodological problems, ageand grade equiv-
alent scores are often misused. If a fourth grade student obtains
a grade-level equivalent score of 7.0 in mathematics, it does not
mean that the student can do what a seventh grader does. It only
means that the student got the same raw score on the test as the
average seventh grader participating in the norming or that the
score was obtained through extrapolation. A grade - level, equiv-
alent score says nothing about the content a student knows. The
items the fourth grader answers correctly to obtain a seventh-
grade equivalent score may be quite different from the items the
seventh grader answers to obtain the same score. The test given
othe fourth grader most likely does not include many of the skills
or content that would be expected of a seventh-grader.

Another common misuse of grade- or age-equivalent scores is
to use them as standards and assume that all students should be
performing at least at their own grade level or age level. Given
the way these scores are calculated, one can expect half the stu-
dentis at any age or grade to fall below the chronological equiv-
alent.



Because of the methodological problems of grade and age
equivalent scores and their frequent misinterpretation, many
prominent measurement experts have suggested that these types of
scores should not be used.



Chapter V

APPLICATION-0F STANDARDIZED-TESTS-TO YOUR PURPOSES

In the previous chapters, information on the various kinds of
tests was presented. x.ctors which should be considered in the
selection of tests were discussed, and in the last chapter the
various results of tests were presented. In th%s chapter, the
application of the test scores to classroom and district use is
presented. That interpretation is based on the question of "How
are the results of the tests to be applied to the improvement of
instruction?" In seeking to answer this question other questions
Way develop. What does a district release to legislators, citi-
zens, parents about the performance of students on tests? These
and other questions about what information is necessary to re-
lease or use may not be provided expressly by the test results.
To the uninitiated it might seem shocking that fully half of
the students in the district scored below the fiftieth percentile
on a test. If the parents of the district would be concerned
about such information, then someone in the district must make
an effort to educate the parents or others drawing similar con-
clusions. This is certainly one of the responsibilities that
accompanies testing. Persons associated with and concerned with
the testing of students will want to know the results. Before
addressing their concerns first see to it that the teachers have
the information necessary to digest the results and apply them
to instruction. Teachers are the front line contact with students
and parents, and as such have priority fbr test information.

An additional responsibility to correctly assess the resources
and time necessary to evaluate test results and incorporate them
into the education'process exists. Some person in the district
must be charged with the responsibility for accomplishing this_
task. Those involved need to know what is available, and what
is expected of each participant in the testing prqgram. Decisions
about testing should be carefully weighed in lightwof-the infor-
mation developed in such an analysis. The remotions of various
interested groups should be considered so that a concensus is
reached or lacking a concensus, a policy is adopted with authority
tto implement.

Careful monitoring of the testing program should be provided
for in the implementation of the policy.' Users and those seeking
information regarding, performance can abuse the results of the
best, most carefully adopted test.

There is a demand for testing, but a considerable effort is
required to properly implement the program. It is a responsibility
not to be taken lightly.

-5?
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Educating the Test User

With this charge for responsibility in mind interpretation of
test scores can begin. How much effort will be expended to get
the test results to the people who will be using them? Someone
with a realistic idea of how much time will be required for teachers
and adiinistrators to process the results of the test should make
such estimates in advance of the test selection. Then factors
affecting the processing should be explored. In the best teaching
form, it should be gone over and over again until it is right.
While the school year is in progress is a good time to assess the
level of understanding held by the staff. Those who would benefit
by courses or inservice *ork on test use and application should be
given the opportunity to improve their skills. Information about
the test selected and its advantages and properties should be
available at the school, the union office, teacher centers--wher-
ever three or four are gathered--so that the widest access possible
is available.

There is absolutely nothing wrong with offering incentives
to teachers to learn about the test they will be using. Money
is nice. So is released time, credit toward continuing education
hours, etc. If as much money were put into getting people to
properly use tests as is spent on the tests themselves, it would
still be less than one percent of the per pupil cost. In these
times of inflation this is an exceptional bargain. Remember that
the decision about how enthusiastically people will be willing to
work on the testing program or any other part of the school
program needs to be a joint decision involving teachers, adtinis-
trators, and board members. It.is about time we tried a way that
responsible people could agree might have a chance for success.

Once the amount of effort and resources that will be put
into the testing program is decided, some other things have to
be reviewed. What was it that the district decided was their
purpose for testing in the first place? In conjunction with
this some restatement of the limits of the test selected should
be made. The format for presentation of the data, either hand
scored or computer generated, should be identified. When and
where will the data be available and to whom? The answers to
these questions can be presented in fairly simple and direct
terms. Plain talk is the key to getting people to,listen.
Some ,group in the district, perhaps the persons who served on
the selection committee, should prepare all of the information
that is necessary for presentation of the test to the staff of the
district. Someone in authority should see to it that provision 16
made for the staff to receive the information. The following are
possible considerations that might be made in the implementation
of a testing program.

The chief officer of the district responsible for testing
should have some' procedure available to get the information to
teachers. This would not preclude an agreement with the union
to have meetings to offer inservice during the school day or at
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some other time agreeable to the staff. Participation of teacher
representatives on the test selection'committee as well as a
survey of needs during the selection process will produce the
kind of enthusiastic cooperation necessary to make the program a
success. The preparation of the information which will be presenteJ
should include statements as to the district's purpose for testing.
If the district sought to have achievement tests so that generali-
zations about developed abilities could'be made, then it should be
prebented in that way. ''The basic information available to teachers
should include at least a manual for the test and comments by the
committee about the appropriateness for use in the district should
he made. ,The district may want to indicate that the test was
checked for reliability and validity. Statements about how well
the content of the test matched the curriculum and supplementary
materials used on level in a majority of the classes in the
district would be appropriate. Specifics could be included in
reference tables without bogging down the reader. It would also
serve as a check for teachers as to what was being taught in the
various classrooms of the district. A comparison of the basic
skills and content covered by the test could be contrasted with
,the curriculum used in the district. What was tested that was
normally taught and vice versa would be fformation that could
help relieve some of the expectation of teachers for test scores.
It could also serve to point out the areas that were usually
taught that were felt by the district to be important enough
that they needed emphasis. Such a summary comparison does not
relive teachers from the responsibility of examining test items
to determine if there is content validity for their students.
If lack of content validity is noted some procedure for notifying
the district should be specified.

Some discussion of the norming group and the characteristics *

of the district could be included. Comments about the significant
differences would serve to point out what reasonable expectations
should be made about students' performance on the test. Special
groups of students or student populations might be identified so
that teachers of those students will not be caught unawares by
the group's performance. For example, if students with limited
English abilities are predominant in some schools or classrooms,
then knowing the advantages and limitations of the test for a
particular group will allow teachers to .adjust their expectations
as necessary. This will help with the morale problem that accom-
panies unexpectedly low results.

Teachers should know the format for the score reporting.
They should also know if others in the district will be reviewing
individual or group data about the students so that duplication
of effort can be avoided and proper attention to the scores can
be given. Teachers should not find out from the headlines in
their local paper that the class they are t-aching is far below
the district or natii*A1 average. Such information should be ,

first presented to and evaluated by the teacher as suggested
previously so that suggeutions for improvement,can be included
In any referenpe to district scores. At no time is it appropriate
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to use the scores of one school to compare the scores of another
school. Such comparisons must be made in rela.:ionship to some
standard that has meaning. The differences for each school over

ctime must be considered. The scores are best presented in rela-
tionship to the facts of the situation.

The sx,',0 goes for comparisons of student scores with the
particular teacher or class. By their nature, the standardized
achievement tests must test knowledge learned in previous grades
or years as well as the current one. The notion that arbitrary
goals of improvement can be set without considering where the
student began is ridiculous and wrong. Test scores are not in-
tended for sucA purposes. Appropriate use of the scores might
include a review with the teacher of the strengths and weaknesses
of the individual student as shown by the test scores and other
measures such as grades, or by personal observation. Allowing
for er-or and related factors, the generalizations that can be
made should serve to improve and focus the instructions where
possible. In reviewing the test scores, students may score high
on general reading, vocabulary, listening skills and auditory
portions of the test. If for the same students markedly dif-
ferent performance (two or more stanine scores difference) on
the math or science is observed, it might be attributed to some
problem other than comprehension of the vocabulary on the test
ox lack of reading skills necessary to complete those sections
correctly. Teachers should be encouraged to ,amok to the test
items and determine what kinds of_skills and coLtent were missed
in class. Math computation might have been presented in a ver-
tical format but on the test only horiiontl format problems
were included. This unfamiliarity with tLe format might be
disguising developed abilities. This kind of item review would
produce some estimate of the source of the problems. By ob-
serving the problems the teacher should be able to indicate the
resources necessary to overcome the deficiencies. The support

,
for the teacher's recommendations should be followed and acted
upon. If such recommendations are not met, the district must
reconcile itself to the fact that limited change is possible.

It is important to remember that the tests are inexact and
that some things beside student performance or test characteristics
may afiect scores,. If abnormally low scores are discovered in a
particular class of students, some check on the administration
of the test would be in order: a review of the conditions of the
class, the instructions given, the physical conditions of the
testing room, and similar non-test or student factors should be
considered. Unusual attendance, activity, illness, or acts of
nature could account for the differences. Even though tests are
supposed to be able to accommodate, some variations from the nor-
mal situation they ma, not tolerate extreme conditions.

Once teachers have the information in hand about the test,
it would be useful to have someone who iq not a direct supervisor
or evaluator available to answer questions. The press of normal
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school business Is such that counselors, principals, and consul-
tants arc not always available to spend the necessary time to
fully discuss the questions raised. Some teachers may fear that
they will appear less than competent if they raise a particular
question. If such questions remain unanswered, serious errors
in interpretation of test scores may cYcur. Designate someone
who might be available after school hours or during the planning
periods of the school day for some period of time prior to re-
turning the ,test scores. Teacher centers or the union office
could also-prOvide information to those with questiobs. These
kinds of additional resources should not be overlooked in the
presentation of test information or the clarification of questions.

The directions about the use of test scores should include
some information about how the scores will be arrayed. The
available methods of computer printing and analysis can eliminate
much of the fatiguing busy work previously performed by the
classroom teacher. Where available, this option should be chosen.
Samples of the scores which will be presented along with the
forms for analyzing the data should be part of the presentation
of information. The class record, a summary of all student
scores and norm information, is a valuable tool for teachers to
use. Item review to identify those skills or content areas most
often missed should be included as well. The manual for some
tests will provide sample worAt.leets and forms which can be al-
tered to fit the district's needs. Uniform preparation of these
kinds of analysis sheets is imperative and teachers should be
told clearly what is needed in the way of cooperation on this
matter. While the test manual may be helpful; the addition of
the local interest in a successful testing program cannot, be
ignored. Teachers must have a manual and a test to refer to so
that they can begin to examine the items for form ana content.
Teachers need to be familiar with all aspects of the test if they
are to gain confidence in the test and beg'.n to use it to sup-
plement other criteria in forming educational decisions.

When scores are returned to the district, the distribution
of the scores and the accessibility to them by teachers is im-
portant to allow for. Careful planning as to the location of the
scores and any security necessary to protect students from un-
authorized use of their scores must be thought through. Time
to assimilate and prepare the scores in a meaningful way must be
designated and provided. When the scores are distributed to the
school are they tucked away in the counselor's office or can
teachers get th,m from another source? Teachers should know 'when
scores are available and how to get access to them. Too often in
the past the test scores have been returned too late to be of
value to the teacher who has tested the pupil. This is essen-
tially true in spring testing situations. In fall testing, the
scores often come back too late to use or incorporate into
planning for individual student programs. The district should
clearly state precisely what it hopes to have the teacher use the
scores for and what timetable is to be followed
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Available Test Scores and Their Properties

In the previous chapter, the kinds of scores reported w(La
introduced. ScOres are available in several forms based on the
raw score performance. Scores may be expressed as raw scores
(the number of items answered correctly), percentile ranks,
stanines, grade equivalents, and scaled scores. Some test pub-
lishers may! use still other means to report the scores. In: any
case the raiw scores are the one thing that tests have in common.
How these raw scores can be transformed into other comparable.
-`Units of measure is something that should be specified by the
district and should thatch the intent of the publisher.

Percentile Ranking

If percentile ranks are to be used, teachers should under-
stand that the percentage of cases in a distribution at or be-
low any given scores value determine the percentile rank of
that score. Since percentile scores do not provide equal units
of raw score measure it would be helpful to remind teachers
that near the center of the distribution the scores will bunch
up. The difference of a few raw score points may make a large
difference in percentile ranks at the middle of the scale and,a
small difference near the ends of the scale. An example is pro-:
vided in Figure 5.3 and what the effect of this feature of per-
centile scores does is illustrated. Averaging percentile ranks
is difficult because of the difference in the measure of value
for each unit and interpretation of the magnitude of difference
between percentile scores is difficult. This is not to say'
percentile ranks are useless, but this chiructeristic should be
noted and accounted for by the teacher. The publisher should
identify percentile ranks for the various times.of the yeltr in
which tests may be given. A raw score for a fall administration
will yield a different rank for the spring administration, so
the correct table should be identified and used by the teachers.

Stanines4'

`Scores may be reported in stanines also. Stanines are groups
of values on a nine point scale of normalized values. A ranking
of.one is the lowest, nine the highest, and five represents the
average performance for pupils in the norm group. They aie tied
to the percentile ranks for a normal distribution and can be ob-
tained directly from the computation of percentile ranks. Since
the stanines are equal units the bunching effect of percentile
ranks is avoided. Differences in stanine ranks are comparable,
with a difference of six and eight being similar to a difference
between four and six. By using stanines, teachers can avoid
making distinctions which are too fine to be accommodated by the
test. The relationship between stanines and percentile ranks is
illustrated in the figure below:
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4% 17 20 17 112 7 4

Figure '5.1

Stanine 1 2 3 4 5 6 71 8 9

Percentile 4 11 13 40 60 77 89 .96

By observing the differences in stanine scores on subtests of
batteries, the teacher can identify those areas in which a student
is excelling or having difficulty. For most cases a difference
of two or more stanines in a score between tests is'said to be
cause to examine the performance in the exceptional area. One
problemi with the use of such measures as percentile and stanines
is that change over time is not usually identifiable.

Grade Equivalent Scores

Grade equivalent scores will not be much help in showing
advancement over time either, unless longitudinal data is avail-
able. Even then d4fferent students-will perform differently,
with only those near the median showing an average growth of one
year for each school year of education. Grade equivalent scores
are determined by first translating all spring and fall raw scores
medians for atest r' each level into a common level. These raw
acore points are plotted on a graph, and a line is drawn that best
fits the points. It is possible that only a few points will be
identified and other points are assumed to fall on the line of
best fit. These points along the line are called grade norms.
The raw score corresponding tc 'any grade equivalent indicates
the appropriate score that would be made by the pupils in the
standardization programs at a specific point in the grade. If

a test is given in a district that begins earlier or later than
the frame of reference for the test standardization, then teachers
should be notified and the necessary adjustments made.

Grade equivalents at best describe how a student at a par-
ticular grade level would do if he took the test for the level
tested. For example, if a test is given to fourth graders in
October (designated by 4.1) and a seventh grader performing at
the average level for seventh graders took the test, the score



4

N

4 ,..

zderived would be 7.1, indicating October in the seventh grade
year. If a fourth grader took the test and received a grade of
7.1, it would mean he achieved an identical score, not that he
would be able to perform math like seventh graders. Computation
and division and other content areas normally covered in the
higher grades would not have yet been taught to the fourth
grader. It would be inappropriate to place him out of grade
level. In fact, any score that is a grade equivalent more than
two years beyond.the level should be referred to as well above
average and to attach more significance than that would be
misleading.

0-

Scaled Scores

The score that may be the most useful in comparing students'
progress over time is the scaled score. For tests on all battery
1.evels, the scores may be comparable as in the case of the Met-
ropolitan or the Stanford Achievement Tests. The publisher
should identify this prop4rty of the derived scores if available.
Once raw scores Are converted to scaled scores, the battery
level and the form can be ignored in further interpretations.
Batteries of the test are equated and forms are made equivalent
in going from raw score to scaled score. Features of the scaled
score allow comparison of achieilement over time and for this

ill reason might be more useful to a teacher who is trying to gen-
eralize about the student's developed abilities than other kinds
of scores.

In order to compare one test to another, for example a
math test to a reading test, the scale chart provided by'the
publisher must be consulted. There is no direct comparison
without such consultation. In addition, the scores have no
meaning by themselves and cannot be used in interpretive de-
cisions. Percentile ranks and grade equivalent scores offer more
in this activity.

]
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Raw scores

o Convert raw scores to derived scores such as percentile ranks,
stanines for later use in comparisons.

o Use in statistical analyses when computing correlation of
coefficient and similar procedures.

Percentile ranks

o Use to compare pupil's standing ft a,test or ranking in re-
lationship to a national or other group standard.

o Use to compare results among test batteries.

o May be a choice for reporting test results to parents,
pupils, and others who are not familiar with testing and
measurement.

Stanines

o Same as percentile ranks plus they may be used for making
comparisons with some other variable in performance such
as general learning ability.

Grade Equivalents

o Use for interpreting performance of groups such as an entire
class or grade.

o Use for measuring advancement over time when longitudinal
data is available and relative level of achievement is
accounted for in data.

o Use for determining relative individual achievement when
consideration is given to the differences that may be assoc-
iated with high, average, and low achieving characteristics
of the student.

Scaled Scores

o Use to study achievement over time as data is collected and
reviewed.

o Use for interpreting results when testing is out of leve.

o Use for most applications when condUcting statistical
analyses.

o Use to compare different forms and batteries of teLts.
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Using Test Scores

Finally all of the education and preparation will be completed
and the scores made available to the classroom teachers. Before
beginning to record scores onto a summary sheet it is useful to
see if the scores seem right. If based on the knowledge of the
teacher about the student's past performance the scores are gen-
erally what was expected, then further interpretation can be
pursued. Stanine scores for students are useful for such initial
examination because of the ease with which assumptions about
"above average, average, and below average" categories.can be
made. If a student is scoring in the second stanine on math
portions when you realize the student to be generally superior
in math, then the test performance should be questioned. The
fault may lie with the content, presentation format, or other
variables. The physical condition of the students, the adminis-
tration of the test, confusion on the marking of answer sheets

. might account for the marked difference observed. If many students
score lower than anticipated, perhaps it is due to a lack of co-
ordination with what was taught and what was tested. This should
be checked against the validity information developed by the
district test selection committee. The match between curriculum
and content should have been identified and adjustments suggested.
Test publishers will often idrntify the content of the test items
in the technical manuals. These sources should be consulted to
determine the extent of a match in circumstances that cannot be
attributed to individual student performance.

Sorting

The apparent sorting of students into categories and smoothing
of individual differences is a function of test interpretations-
of this type. Critics of testing will decry such sorting and
labeling as damaging to students. A few statements in support
of sorting are appropriate and offered for your consideration.
Sorting is neither good nor bad without reference.

o While teachers may be aware of the differences between
twenty eight or thirty students, in practice these dif-
ferences are minimized and groups are formed either con-
sciously or unconsciously as teaching occurs.

o The time constraints on teaching a course, limitations of
books and materials available, and the physical character-
istics of the classroom all lend themselves to sorting.
To some extent efficiency of effort requires such sorting.

o Sorting is appropriate when making some decisions about
presentation of information and can lead to efficient
teaching methods which allow teachers to be more flexible
and individualize instruction with the remaining time and
resources.
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o Not eveisyone's score on a test is an indication of per-
formance,ability. Terms developed in the sorting should
be applied to the context in which they were developed.
Knowing you were below or above average is meaningless
in most applications unless a relationship to a standard
of either a group or the individual is expressed concur-
rently.

o The performafice level in relationship to a group standard
or individual standard can help to identify an appropriate
activity for the student in which the greatest opportunity
for educational achievement can occur.

Preliminary Activities

If a review of the scores shows that most students are at the
high end of the scale it is likely that another form of the test
should have been used. If everyone scores in the upper ranges, the
differences are masked and the test was probably too easy to be of
use in determining strengths and weaknesses. Out of level testing
might be pursued to gain more definitive information.

References to the level of ability of the school or class from
previous testing or other measures for student ability may help to
identify the student who is achieving out of sync with previously
demonstrated abilities. Not only should the lowest achieving or
the highest achieving students be obseriied in light of school per-
formance or previous history, but all students should get. con-
sideration. The students in the middle stanine ranges may well
be some of the ones that could have been expected to achieve in
the upper ranges. Too often these bright students are missed
when their performance is substandard for their ability. Students
who score well above what you expected may be"exhibiting a per-
fectly natural behavior in the structured testing situation and
have an entirely different set of behaviors in the regular class-
room setting. The initial review can help establish a level of
confidence in the test results, so that further specific inter-
pretations of the scores can be made.

A relationship between reading ability and test performance
can be expected. Reading ability is required for many of the sub-
tests and a student who scores low on reading and high on math
computation may be delivering a message about needing help in
reading. High reading and math application scores (thought pro-
blems) followed by low scores on math computation subtests may
indicate a need for math improvement in the computation area. If
Math questions that relyvon reading ability can be handled suc-
cessfully then the probtem lies more likely in the student's
math computation skills.
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Student Scored Summary

The individual pupil record form provides teachers with the
information from which most other observations will be made.
Figure 5-2 is a sample form that might be presented in reporting
student scores.

Figure 5.2 Student Score Summary

Name Larry Rudner Grade 3

Teacher Anne Goldblatt Date of testing

Unionville

10/17/80

School W4rd Elementary District State Mass.

'Test
Number
Poss-.
ible

Number,
Right

Scaled
Score

Grade
Equiv.

Percen-
tile
Rank

Stanine

Reading 55 3C1 & 33 Z

Math 45 1.10 413 2.7 32
lo
Language 55 #2. 531 .3.0 4;4- 4 500

Science
*

1

40
,

2./ Ind / -9 -0 1r 456

Social
,Studies

40 27 ca, 2. 0 SO 4e 4

%-

Bai Bate
(R

s

&
c

M &
t

L)
ry

155 /0 7\ 5W9 2.9 //V

Complete Bat-
tery (Basic &
S SL_SS1

235 /53 504 2.7 1/0 403
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The raw scores showing the number correct on each test are
entered in the appropriate space, here labeled "number right.'
If hand scoring is done by the teacher, a key is usually provided
which allows a quick visual check to determine if the correct
answer is marked. These are totalled for each test and generally
identified as the raw score. While marking the booklet or score
sheet it would be useful to identify which choice was made by
the student in each wrong answer: This information used later
can assist in determining something about the choice in relation -

-, hip to behavior or abilities. For example, a student who con-
sistently marks the answer on a math test which has the decimal
misplaced may need review or emphasis on decimals. To know only
what has been seen as correct offers a limited view of the stu-
dent's performance.

Once the raw score is entered and the totals of the basic
and the complete batteries tabulated, the raw score can be con-
verted to a derived score. The derived score may be calculated ;,

as demonstrated in earlier chapters of this manual, but the most
practical way to proceed is to use the tables generally found in
the instructor's manual accompanying the test.

When using the tables i-n-the manual, be certain that you
have the correct form of the test and the correct norm for the
time of yearin which the test was administered. Also be conscious,
of the fact that many, of the derived scores are based on mean or
median performance and are not in and of themselves indicative of,
desired achievement levels.

In the example given in Figure 5.2, three derived scores
will provide some insight into the performance of the student as
shown on this test. Frowthe percentile rank column, notice that
the student was in the 44th percentile on Reading and the 50th
in Social Studies. These two scores are fairly close to the cen-
ter of.the distribution of scores and will be considered later
to determine if they represent signifidant variations in perfor-
mance or are a funption of the "bunching" of scores that some-
times occurs when using percentile rank. The Science score at
18 is in the lower third of the scores and the 66 in Language is
at the upper third dividing point. The assumption is that the
student is better in language skills than in math skills, but
more importantly you can see the highest and lowest score ranges.
Notice also that the difference between the highest score and the
others is similar to the difference between the lowest score and
the others near the center. Both Math and Language scores should
be examined more closely to see what relationships might exist.
By looking to group performance information and other student
records, some estimate of how close to expectations the student
performed can be determined. In the case of the low science
score it might be to the teacher's advantage to note the score
and later analyze the specific items missed. If specific con-
.cepts were taught in the curriculum, the requirements for reading
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and vocabulary on the test were different, then in order to do
reasonably well on the test some changes in the curriculum con-
tent might be made. An alternative would be to find another
test for science or a battery of tests thathas content closer
to the curriculum. The administration of a locally developed
objective or criterion referenced test might be a useful beginning
point.

Percentile Midpoint Bunching

A review or the scores near the midpoint of percentile rank-
ings can be'of value to determine if a wide number of :-;cores aro
separated by only an answer or two near this performance level.
From the tables provided by the test publisher, the following
can be observed. The Social Studies score of 27 produced'a per-
centile ranking of 50 for this particular test. The other scores
produced percentiles as shown.

Figure 5.3-

Relationship of Percentile Rank to Raw Scores

Social Studies .

flaw Score Scaled
jsi Correct of 40 Score

Percentile
Rank

Difference from
Student's actual,
Score

24 474 34 Score -3

25 4p8 40 Score' -2

26 502 0. 44 Score -1 ,

27 516 '50 Student Score

28 4530 54 Score +1

29 544 64 Score +2

30 558 70 Score +3

,...s.

1

t;,'/ marking one answer diFrorently, ihe percentile ranking
Would have changed upward to the 54th percentile or downward lo
the 44th percentile. A change of tao answers would produce, a
rank change from 10 points ,lower up to 14 points higher. Threo
answers different would have moved the student from the middlc;
third to the upper orlower third of the rankings.



The effect of a one to thrde point raw score difference is
less drastic for the total Lattery. In this test the percentile
ranking of 40 for the whole battery is affected only two points
upward for three additional correct answers and four points down-
ward for three additiOnal incorrect answers. At the midpoint
in the scale three answers either way produce a change of plus
or minus four points. Such properties of percentile rankings

.should be kept in mind as the scores are reviewed. Decisions
mae based upon percentile rankings should account for the swings
produ'ed by a few answers at various points in the scale. Gen-
eralimtions rather than tightly drawn conclusions are better
uses of the scores in this instance.

Cluster Analysis

The use of cluster analysis may help determine the specific
strength and weakness of a student within a subtest. Often the
publisher will provide information about the national median per-
formance on the items in a cluster of related items on the test.
Figure 5.4 represents the mathematics cluster on which a student
scored 26 correct answers out of 45 possible. For this exercies
the number in the lower right hand corner of each box will
represent a norm referencing to the national median perforMance.
A discussion of criterion referencing will followc,, The number in
the upper left hank: corner is for the student's score on the items
in that cluster.

Figure 5.4

Cluster Analysis for the Math Sub-test

Mathematics

Item 1/9 -----1 1/1'--'.....:-4..
4

7 Ll'2 1..-10

Numeration
Geometry &
measurement

Problem
Solving

aerations:
Whole Numbers

No.-

Possible
10 10 10 15

Referring to the manual a table appropriate for the grade level
and time of year for test administration showing bow the student
did in relationship to the average for the norm group can be
made. Also some indication of how difficult a cluster of items
was for most students can be seen. If the average number cor-
rect was four of ten it would likely be more difficult an item
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cluster than one in which students answered eight of ten cor-
rect. In the example in Figure 5.4, the student's strengths
and weaknesses shown in the cluster indicate that the student
is not evenly skilled in the various operations of mathematics.
In both-Numergtien and Geometry and Measurement the student was
above the national average.. Problem Solving was particularly
difficult for the student. The score was just over half of
the average score for all students taking the test. Assumptions
on general skills within the subtest can be made by the teacher
providing; that the items in the cluster match closely the items
covered in the curriculum. By keeping track of the performance,
of various students in clusters some indidation as to whether
individual attention must be given the student is shown or per-
haps other changes in the curriculum or teaching methods would
be in order.

Criterion referencing can be applied to the same kind of
cluster analysis by substituting the teacher's criteria or'some
other criteria for the norm referenced scores. If a teacher
felt it was important for a student to pass all items'in the
Numeration clvster because it was an essential skill for later
instruction, then the criteria might be equal to the number pos-
sible, 'in this case ten correct out of ten. If the teacher felt
that the minimum acceptable performance level was 80 percent
correct, then a, score of 8 in the problem solving cluster shown
in Figure 5.4 would be the goal.

Certain kirids of tests provide results whictfare more
'appropriate for determining detailed information about competence
on specific learning objectives. The Reading, Mathematics, and
Language tests would be usually expected to fall into this cat-
egory. dy studying the responses of students to the questions
some indication of strength and weakness for the pupil or class
can be determined.. More importantly, a study of this kind can
indiclite where more diagnostic assistance is needed or where
some judgments will be required about how to proceed with the
student. To assist in the time consuming task the option of
computer assisted scoring would be useful provided such a service
is available. Certainly one would not select a test that was
invalid.or unreliable because of the scoring feature. If tests
'are-comparable with the exception of the scoring service, then
those' who would be inclined to use item analysis should look

tseriously at a test with this feature.

Item Analysis

Item analysis involves identifying individual student
responses on a test and determining how many correct responses
were given as well as what alternatives were chosen. A chart
could be constructed with the objective of the test to be
examined listed with other items identifying information. Add-
itional information about the percent of students getting the
answer correct could be shown for the class, the school,.the
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district, and the nation depending upon the Universe the teacher
is using for comparison purposes. The responses for the di-dices,
including, the choice to omit an answer, can be 4ununarized for
class performance analysis as well as for noting individual pupils'
responses.

Such a process will take some time to accumulate or to con-
sider fully even if computer scoring is used. Hand scored tests
can be summarized in-the same way but it is a lot of work,'es-
pecially if all students and all responses are transcribedytOto
a worksheet. The teacher may be interested in a sample of ques-
tions and could easily eliminate those which do not appear to De
of use in examining the course objectives. A percent correct
column could be used to determine how difficult an objective'
was 'for all students. Test publishers will often assign the
percent correct identification to test questions to show that a
specific number of students were successful in selecting the
correct answer. If the percent correct is high it can be as;-,
sumed that the question was of a low difficulty level and likely
was designed to identify those students at the lower end of the
scoring scale who need assistance in this skill area. The ques-,
tions with a low percent correct number will probably help the-
teacher differentiate between-the top scoring students and,p,ssist
with identifying those who need additional out-of-level testijig
to more precisely identify strengths and weaknesses.

Consistent incorrect answers within clusters of objectives,
may flag students who will need additional help in an area. 'It
the entire class scores below the average it may mean t a his
objective needs to be looked at in terms of the local p ram.'
While the test may not met the specific criteria for th class
in the way it covers content, it certainly should be some ilnOic-
ation of the need for the teacher to look further as to the -

cause for the wide differences. Generally it would be reasonable
to identify those clusters of items which ten percent of large ',

groups of students have scored lower than average, a fifteen'Per-
cent difference for groups of less than fifty students. The
test manual would likely indicate the level of significance for
these various score variations and the teacher should be guided
by their specific instructions.

Group Data

The use of group data can assist in making general statements'
about class performance. Group data can oe summarized on class
record sheets in which the scores for an entire class are pre-
sented. The class record form'can be developed locally. If so
it should include the information useful to the district in its
long term longitudinal studies. Generally test publishers may
provide a suggested form or maybe able to provide one with its
scoring service. In any event the concern of the user should
outweigh the convenience for the publisher.
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1
covering all tests in print and all out-of-print tests once
listed in MMY, a name index to authors of over 70,000 doc-
uments (tests, reviews, excerpts, and references) in the
seven MMYs and TIP II, and a scanning index for quickly
locating tests designed for a particular population.

ERIC Clearinghouse on Tests, Measurement and Evaluation, Educational
Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey, 08540
Test information, bibliographies are available through the
ERIC Clearinghouse and documents can be purchased through the
ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS), Computer Microfilm
International Corporation, P. 0. Box 190, Arl4ngton, Vir-
ginia, 22210.

Gronlund, Norman E. Measurement and Evaluation in Teachjng. New
York: The Macmillam Company. 1965.
A good basic testing text for classroom teachers that includes
simple, concise and straightforward discussions of most of
the major issues covered in this manual.

Mehrens, William A. and Irvin J. Lehmann. Standardize0 Tests in
Education, Third edition. New York: Holt, Rinehart and
ston. 1978.

---U fda-chapters on reliability, validity,, and reviews of
some of the more commonly used standardizes tests.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory. Guidelines for Selecting
Basic Skilpg and Life Skills Tests. Portland, Oregon:,
Clearinghdinse for Applied Performance Testing, Northwest
Regional Education Laboratory, 1980.
Given the :important role test play in education, it is crucial
that test users understand the fundamental principles,of proper
test use. These guidelines present some of those principles,
focusing specifically on the selection and pdTchase of published
basic academic skill and life skills tests. However, though
the guidelines focus specifically on tests of basic and life
skills, the principles presented here can be applied to re-
view, selection, and purchase of most achievement tests in-
tended for use in eddcational settings. Aptitude tests- -
those intended to measure-a student's capacity to learn--are
not covered here.

To supplement the guidelines and further assist educators'
test review and selection, the appendices contain extensive
lists of currently available basic skills tests. Information
is pres6ted on test characteristics, publishers, and sources
of additional, more detailed information. Although these
lists are intended to be quite comprehensive, inclusiveness
is not claimed. Readers are urged to consult the reference
documents cited in the appendix for more comprehensive
listings.
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MULTISUBJECT
ACHIEVEMENT BATTERIES

Grade
Level(*)

1-3

Tess. and Sabseeres

anus. Levels C & D
Readies -

Mathematics
Midas Skills
Liatevang
Meek Analysis
Oral Reading
Say and Tell
Do Yes Know
Tink k Through'
Things I Like
Educational Environment Questionnaire

Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills Expanded
Forms S&T (CTBS)

Resting
Mathematics
Leapage Arts
Reference Skills
Sawa
Social Studies

Criterion Test of Basic Skills
aseimg
Arithmetic

Diecoostic Skills Battery
Realise
Mathematics
Limper Arts

Iowa Tests of Basic Skills
Multi level Echelon Forms 781^

Reads% Comprehension
Mathematics Skills
whamaitlySkillsskins

Vocabulary
lava Tests el Educational Development: SRA

Assessment Survey
Imam
Mathematics
Lataguage Arts
Social Studies
Science

Metropolitan Achievement Tests (METRO '78)
Reedits Comprehension
Mathematics

Social Seethes
SekIIN

Publication
Date

1979

Publisher Reffrence

AW NOT Sept 79

Kindergarten- 1976 CTBS MMY 12
12

Kindergarten- 1976 ATP MMY 14
8

1-8 1976 STS TCB Jan 77
Pg. 5

3-9 1978 HM NOT July 79

9-12 1974 SRA MMY 20

Kindergarten- 1978 Psy. Corp. Fall 78
12 NCME

7 0
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MULTISUBJECT
ACHIEVEMENT BATTERIES

Tats and Substores
Grade , Publication

Date Publisher Reference

National Educational Development Tests 7.10 1974 SRA MMY 23
Mathemities Usage
En 4lielt Usage
Social Studies Reading
Natural Sciences Reading
Word Usage

Primary Survey Tests 2.3 1973 SF TIP 27
Reading
Mathematics

Spelhing
Scholastic Testing Service 2-12 1976 STS MMY 20

Educational Development Series
Scholastic Tests

Reading
Mathematics

SOCIIII Studies
Science
Solving Everyday Problems
USA in the World
Nonverbal Ability
Verbal Ability
School Interests
School Plans
Career Plans

Science Research Associates Kindergarten- 1978 SRA NCME
Achievement Series (ACM Forms 18t2 12 Fa1178

Mating
Mathematics
Language Arts
Social Stocks
Science
Reference Materials
Applied Skills

Science Research Associates 9 1973 SRA TIP 31
High School Placement

Rescrang
Arithmetic/or Modern Math

Ara
Social Studies
Science

Science Research Associates 4.10 1977 SRA TCB July 77
Norm Referenced/Criterion Referenced Testing
hograa

Reading
Mathematks

ON FOLLOWING MGR



Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test (SORT) 1-13 1976 Psy. MMY 777
Carp.

Wisconsin Design for Reading Skill Development K-6 1972 NCS MMY 778
Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests (WRMT) K-12 1973 AGS MMY 779

MATHEMATICS TESTS

Grade PublicationTat Leve Date Publisher Reference
Analysis of Ski Mathematics (ASK:

Mathematics) 1.8 1976 STS MMY 251
Assessment of Skills in Computation (ASC) 7-9 1978 CTB NOT Oct 79
Bask Arithmetic Skill Evaluation 1.9 1974 IILC MMY 303
Diagnosis: An Instructional Aid: Mathematics 1-6 1974 SRA MMY 263

Dia=Mathematics Inventory (DM')
of the PM) 1-8 1975 CTB MMY 264

Diagnostic Screening Test: Math (DSTM) 1.11 1979 SC NOT Nov 79
EBB Modern Arithmetic Test 5-6 1971 MB TIP 718
Fountain Valley Teacher Support System in

Mathematics (FVTSS-M) K-8 1974 Zweig MMY 270
Intraviduarked Criterion Referenced Testing:

Math aaTM) 1-8 1977 EDC MMY 275-6Int &ideal Papa Monitoring System-Mathematics
OPMS) 1-8 1973 RS MMY 274

1Ceymads Diagnostic Arithmetic Test K-6 1976 AGS MMY 305
Mastery: An Evaluation Tool: Mathematics K-9 1976 SRA MMY 278
Mathematics: 10X Objectives-Based Tests K-9 1976 10X MMY 279
Minimum Essentials for Modern Math 6.8 1971 Hayes TIP 638
Objectives-Referenced Bank of Items andTests:

Mathematics (ORBIT:M) K -Adult 1975 MMY 287
Stanford Diagnostic MathematicsTest (SDMT) 1 -Adult 1976 Psy. Corp. MMY 292
&catharses' Quick Math Screening Test 1-6 1978 ATP NOT Feb 79
Tests of Achievement in Basic Skills: Mathematics

(TABS:M) K-12 1976 EdITS MMY 293

LIFE somas TESTS

Grade PublicationTest
Level(s) Date Publisher Reference

Adult Performance Level Functional Literacy Test 9-Adult 1978 ACT FLIT Pg. 42Assessment of Skills in Computation (ASC) 7-9 1978 CTB NOT Oct 79Everyday Skills Tests (EDST) 6-12 1975 CTB MMY 1810X Basic Skills Test 9-12 1978' 10X NCME
Spring 1979NM Consumer Mathematics Test 9-12 1973 NMS MMY 312Heading, Everyday Activities in Life (WEAL) 9-Adult 1972 CAL-P FLIT Pg. 4rSR.. Coping Skills: A Survey plus Activities 7-8 & Adult 1979 SRA NOME
Special
Edition 1979



SRA Survival Skills
STS Educational Develop dent Series: Scholastic

Tests
Senior High Assessment of Reading Performance

Forms A. B. C (SHARP)

Stories about Real-Life Problems
Test of Consumer Competencies

Test of Everyday Writing Skills (TEWS)

Tests o erformanee in Computational Skips
(TOPICS)

Wisconsin Test of Adult Basic Education

6-Adult 1976 SRA TCB Jul 77

2-12 1976 STS MMY 27

10-12 1978 CTB ICI1Jul 77
Pg. 11
(Form A)
NCME
Winter 77
(Form B)

5-8 NIU NOT May 79

8-12 1976 STS TCB Jan
Pg. 6

9-12 1978 CTB NCME
Spring 78

9-12 1978 NCMECTB
Winter 77

Adult RFD FLIT Pg. 48

LANGUAGE ARTS TESTS

Grade Publication
Test Levels) Date Publisher Reference

Analysis of Skills: Language Arts (ASK:
Language Arts) 2-8 1976 STS MMY 41

Diagnostic S reenirg Test: Language K-Adult 1977 SC NOT Oct 79

Language Arts: IOX Objectives-Based Tests K-6 1974 IOX MMY 53

Language Arts: Minnesota High School
Achievement Examinations 7-12 1970 AGS TIP 90

Writing Test: McGraw-Hill Basic Skills System 11-12. Adults 1970 MHBC TIP 125



Publishers' Names. Addresses
and Telephone Nut.."Jers

75k Appendix list all peblishers identified
is Appendix A.

ACT The American College Testing Program
P.O. Box 168
Iowa City. Iowa 52240
(319) 356 -3711

AGS American Guidance Service, Inc.
Publisher's Bldg.
Circle Pines. MN 55014
(612) 786-4343

Al? Academic Therapy Publications
28 Commercial Blvd.
Novato. CA 94947
(415) 883-3314

AW Addison -Wesley Publishing Co..Inc.
Jacob Way
Reading. MA 01867
(617)944-3700

BM BM Educational Media
2211 Michigan Avenue
P.O. Box 1795
Sonia Monica. CA 90406
(213) 029.2901

BMC Bobbs Merrill Co.. Inc.
4300 West 62nd Street
Indianapolis. IN 46268
4317)298-5400

CAI Curriculum Associates. Inc.
sly Rd.
N. ica. MA 01862
(617) 935-8410

CAL'! CAL Press. Inc.
76 Madison Ave.
New York. NY 10016
(212)6x5.0892

CARE The Center for Applied Research in
Education, Inc.
RI. 39
West Nyack. NY 10994
(914) 331M91

Cali Croft Incorporsited
4922 liarford Road
Baltimore. MD 21214
4301) 254-5062

CSDE California State Dept. of Education
721 Capitol Mall
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 445-4688

CTB CTB/McGraw llill
Del Monte Research Park
Monterey, CA 93940
(408) 649-8400

EDC Educational Development Corporation
P.O. Box 45663
Tulsa, OK 74145
(918) 622-4522

EdITS EdITS/Educational and Industrial
Testing Service
P.O. Box 7234
San Diego. CA 92107
(714) 222-1666

ERB Educational Records Bureau
Educational Testing Service
Box 619
Princeton, NJ 08540
(609) 921.9000

EPS Educators Publishing Service
75 Moulton St.
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 5*-6706

HAYES Hayes Educational Laboratory
7040 North Portsmouth Ave.
Portland. OR 97203
(503) 285-3745

DLC Imperial International Learning Corp.
Box 548
Kankakee, IL 60901
(815) 933-7735

10X Instructional Objectives Exchange
Box 24095
Los Angeles, CA 90024
(213) 474-4531

Jastak Jastak Associates. Inc.
1526 Gilpin Ave.
Wilmington. DE 19806
(302) 652-4990

McGrath McGrath Publishing Co.
P.O. Box 9001
Wilmington. NC 28402
(919) 763-3757

Merrill Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co.
1300 Alum Creek Drive
Columbus, 01143216
(614) 2584441

MHBC McGraw Hill Book Co.
1221 Ave. of the Americas
New York, NY 10020
(212) 997-1221



NCS NCS Interpretive Scoring Systems
4401 West 76th Sc.
Minneapolis, MN 55435
(800) 328-6290

MU Northern Illinois University
Alan M. Voelker
Curriculum and Instruction
Deka lb. IL 60115
(815) 753-1000

NMS New Mexico State Dept. of Education
Monitor
Education Bldg.
State Capitol
Santa Fe. NM 87501
(505) 827-2429

The Psychological CorpOration
304 E. 45th Street
New York NY 10017
(212) 888-3500

RFD Rural Family Development Program
University Extension
University of Wisconsin
P.O. Box 1379
Madison. WI 53701
(608) 262-1234

RS The Riverside Publishing Company
1919 South Highland Avenue
Lombard, IL 60149
(312)629-9700

SC Stoeltinfa1350
S. tier

o. IL 60623
(312) 5U-4500

SRRC Southwest Regional Resource Center
127 South Franklin
Juneau. AK 99901
(907) 506-6806

SF Scott Poresnsan & Co.
1900 East Lake Ave.
Glenview, IL 60025
(312) 7293000

SOI SOI Institute
214 Main St.
El Segundo. CA 90245
(013)122.5995

nit Science Research Associates. Inc.
155 N.

6010W1 60$01
Dr.

14664
11

STS Scholastic Testing Senile, Inc.
410 keyee Road
Sensenvslle. $1.10101
(312) 746.7150

A - 11

TCP Teachers College Press
Teachers College
525 West 120th St.
New York. NY 10027
(212) 678-3929

USDL United States Dept. of Labor
Bureau of Labor Statistics
1515 Broadway
New York. NY 10036
(212) 399-5405

-Winch B. L. Winch and Associates
45 Hitching Post Dr.
Rolling Hills Estates, CA 90274
(213) 547-1240

Zweig Richard L Zweig Associates. Inc.
20800 Beach Blvd.
Huntington Beach, CA 92648
(714) 536-8877
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Reference Materials Describing
and Reviewing the Tests

Mental Measurements Yearbook (MMY)

Of all sources cited. The Eighth Mental Measure-
ment Yearbook provided the most comprehensive in-
formation on tests. To best utilize the source, read the
introductory section, "How to Use This Yearbook."
Tests are indexed in the yearbook by test number.
That number is provided in the previous test lists as
the follow-up reference number. However, the num-
ber of any test can also be located via the yearbook
tide or subject indices. Information provided about
each test includes:

Tide
.

of the groups for which the test is in-

Date of copyright or publication
Acronym
Part scores
Individual or group test
Forms. parts, end levels
Pages
Machise-scorable answer sheets
Costs
Scoring and reporting services
Tune
Author
Pahresher
Foreign adaptation
&Arming
Cross references
Additional references to published articles, books

and an theses on the construction. validity.
use limitations of each test are reported as part of
each test entry. Original reviews of each test by inde-
pendent measurement experts are provided.

Tests in Print (TIP)

The companion volume to the Yearbook is Tests in
Print 11.11 provides the reader with similar but much
less detailed information on tests. Again, a section
melded How-to Use This Book" is provided. Tests inhi"! // presents a bibliography of all known tests
published for Fnglish-speaking subjects and an index
to all tests published in pervious editions of theMen-
tal Mesmer:nem Yearbook. TIP It provides the ful-

T.de
Test population
Copysitht date
Acronym
Special comments
Part scores
Author
Publisher
Foreign adaptations
Cross references within TIP 11
Sublistings

NCME Measurement News (NCME)

The "NCME Measurement News." the official
newsletter; of the National Council on Measurement
in Education, provides a brief description of. recently
published tests. Information includes publisher.
copyright. subject matter, levels, grade. interpreting
manuals and costs. It is suggested that in#ividuals de-
siring additional information contact the publisher
directly using the addresses provided. Tests ap-
pearing in the newsletter in the newsletter do not rep-
resent endorsement by the NCME or its staff.

News on Tests (NOT)

ETS "News on Tests" and its predecessor. the "Test
Collection Bulletin." provide descriptions similar to
the NCME newsletter. The test title. author, publisher
and address copyright and grade level are included.
with a brief statement of content and levels. Informa-
tion provided is descriptive rather than evaluative.
and Educational Testing Service "News on Tests" also
includes announcements of new publications relating
to testing. conferences, and available test bibliogra-
phies-

Tests of Functional Literacy (FLIT)

The review of currently available Tests of Fit--
tional Adult Literacy provides information on
characteristics and quality of a series of standardize'
criterion referenced, and informal tests of literacy
Included in the descriptive profiles of tests is informa-
tion on publisher, content and skill coverage. avail-
ability of alternate forms, administration procedures.
materials needed, scoring procedures, interpretation
procedures. validity and reliability.

The reader is urged to take advantage of these in-
formational documents and to contact test publishers
for complete information on available tests.



Major U.S. Publishers of Standardized Tests

from the Test Collection, Educational Testing Service

The following publishers are listed in this collection which
were not listed in the collection supplied by the Northwest Reg-
ional Educational Laboratory.

Bureau of Educational
Measurements
Kansas State Teachers College
Emporia, KS 66801
316-343-1200

Bureau of Educational
Research & Service
C-20 East Hall
The University of Iowa
Iowa City, IA 52240
319-353-2823

Committee on Diagnostic
Reading Tests, Inc.
Mountain Home, NC 28758
704-693-5223

Consulting Psychologists Press
577 College Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94306
415-326-4448

Educational Testing Service
Princeton, NJ 08541
609-921-9000

Western Office:
1947 Center Street
Berkeley, CA 94704
415-849-0950

Follett Publishing Co.
A Division of Follett Corp.
Department DM
1010 West Washington Blvd.
Chicago, IL 60607
312-666-5855

Ginn and Company
P. O. Box 2649
1250 Fairwood Avenue
Columbus, OH 43216

-A514-253-8661

Grune and Stratton, Inc.
111 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10003
212-741-6800

Guidance Testing Associates
of St. Mary's University
1 Camino Santa Maria
San Antonio, TX 78284
512-436-3304

Institute for Personality and
Ability Testing (IPAT)
1602 Coronado Drive
Champaign, IL 61822
217-352-4739

Martin M. Bruce, Publishers
340 Oxford Road
New Rochelle, NY 10804
914-235-4450

Priority Innovations, Inc.
. P. O. Box 792
Skokie, IL 60076
312-729-1434

Psychological Research Services
Case Western Reserve University
1695 Magnolia Drive
Cleveland, OH 44106
216-368-3536

Psychological Test Specialists
Box 1441
Missoula, MT 59801

Psychologists and Educators, Inc.
Suite 212
211 West State Street
Jacksonville, IL 62650
217-243-2135
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Psychometric Affiliates
Box 3167
Munster, IN 46321
219-836-1661

Richardson, Bellows, Henry
and Co., Inc.
1140 Connecticut Ave.
Washington, DC 20036
202-659-3755

Sheridan Psychological
Services, Inc.
P. O. Box 6101
Orange, CA 92667
714-639-2595

University Bookstore
Purdue University
360 State Street
West Lafayette, IN 47906

Western Psychological Services
12031 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90025
213-478-2061
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EXERCISES

Problem #1

Using asmuch of the data about the district and tests
available, select the test that best suits your district's
needs." Your goals for testing should be determined and the
only limitation is that you are under a mandate to offer general
evaluation data to the.schools and public through the grades.
The evaluation instrument selected must be supported by what-
ever facts you can draw from the information. Your process of
selection and other considerations should be noted.

Problem #2

You have selected a test and the scores are reported for
the district, schools, for a class, and for some students.
Groups one and two will evaluate the scores for the district
and prepare a statement to present to the district. They must
be prepared to answer any questions regarding their analysis
and should prepare'a short presentation which will be given at
(1) either the district board of education meeting or (2) a
press conference called to announce the results of the testing
progiam.

0 Groups three and four will analyze the class data. Group
three should be prepared to discuss the use of the data in
making generalizations about the class performance, strengths.
and weaknesses of pupils, and recommendations for individual
students.

Group four will evaluate the test scores in light of pro-
posed curriculum changes or additions that may be necessary..
They will meet with a parent council to discuss the necessary
changes in light of problems identified with subject matter
areas.

Group five and other groups will review the scores of stu-
dents listed on the school's score sheet. They will prepare
comments for parents of the children and present four of the
eight in the final review. If necessary they must defend the
scores and the test.



Population 1975
14285

Number of Students
5480

)(UMWr or sc.hoo
7

High School, Dewey
1515 students; 55
teachers; 19.5:1 PTR

/ HARMON, U.S.A.

I.... o,

1 T

Pr,: 1

Junior High, Kennedy.
1165 students; 64
-tuacht.rs; 18:1 PTR

Elementary Schools -
190 teachers;
Duff - 600
chiddix A 656
North - 700

Brett - 625

Rose - 65O

PTR: 17:1

e

I

-----
1.0

=NI

Harmon. U.S.A., is a town with a high school,unior high,and five
elementary schools. The enrollment in recent years has been declining
slightly, but in most respects it is an average small district near
an urban center. It has a manufacturing plant, assorted medium and
small businesses offering services to the residents, a state college.
and is served by major highways, railroads, and boasts one airport.
Sky Harbor International Airport.

The schools have grown up around the city. The Junior High occupics_
the former high school building. The airport was built adjacent to

> the Duff Elementary School on land acquired by the district and later
sold to the city when enrollment declines offset the need for further
construction. As a consequence the development of housing has been
pressing to the east part of town and to the north. Elementary
enrollment'has been increasing slightly and changing in composition
of the student body in recent years.

The. spendable family income of $10,360 is slightly below the nationa
average of $10.504. While the national.-population's education level 1

_ indicates that 52 percent graduate from high -school. in Harmon 54
percent have completed high school. The ethnic breakdown for the
(Immunity is 71 percent white, 19 percent black, 6 percent hispanic
and 4 perceitt other.- Recently a sizable group of refugees have re-
located in the city and their children have enrolled in public schools.
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11 OUPONT CHICLE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20038

MEMORANDUM

To: Staff

From: Test Evaluation Committee

Re: Technical Data Comparison

Date: December 3; 1979

I

The subcommittee on test comparison met and reviewed a number
of teats over the last three months. We have determined that
one battery of teats will by best for our purposes as outlined
by the committee on evaluation in their memo last spring
(attached). In keeping with the direction of the committee,
however, to present three choices for final compariSoa, we
are reviewing in this memo the Standardized Achievement Series
Assessment Survey (SASAS), the Urban School Estimate (USE),
and the Criterion Ability Check of Potential (CRACPOT). Copies
Of the various tests are available for your consideration.
In addition we have compared some major points on each of the
tests and summarized the information.

We have taken our information from the test manuals,
from Buros Mental Measurement Yearbooks, and from publications
in which the teats were reviewed. Where applicable, we have
included comments from those documents.

TEC/ag
opeiunaflcio
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COMPARISON OF TESTS

HARMON S..:AOOLS TEST EVALUATION SUBCOMMITTEE

Item

Reliability

Test-Retest

Equivalent forms

Split_Half (RII)

It 20

KR 21

Standard Error
of Measurement

Validity

Content

Criterion
Related,

Predictive *

-Concurrent

Cong.ruct

Face

SASAS

.87

lot available

.91

.75

Not available

2.4

Acceptable match
to district - 2nd
closest
reviewed

those

.85 correlation
with future test
scores in sample
test of 100 fall
administration

Predicted stanine
ranges in 95% of
the cases on
Reading test

The committee rev
nd are satisfied

with our district
toward Single sco

Test'appeared to
-be-taken-serious'
In sample; was
easy to read,
mark, and-accep-
table

A

83

USE

. 85

Not available

Not available

. 67

Not available

2.9

Fails io match `our
language objec-
tives,-Mith

.73 correlation
with spring scores
on fall a&dnis-
tratiod to sample
of 100

Predicted stanine
ranges in 80% of
the cases

wed the test manual
hat SASAS an4 11E
hilosophy. *...t.ACP0

progress ;dentin

Students were some
contused- -by

)resentation of
math computations;
oral response por-
tions were subject
to variations with
administrators of
tests, some por-
tions acceptable
but answer sheet
difficult to folio
for students re-
sulting in some
obvious mismarking
of choices.

CRACPOT

Not available

Not available

.86

.86

Not available

3.1 -

Closest to our cur-
riculum & processes

.60 correlation with
spring scores after fall
administration to sample
Of 100

Stanine ranges not
available except by
dividing percentile
ranks

and other reviews
11 be compatible
was too oriented
tions

Use of plc -to -grams
failed-too-4
confidence in test.
Test bocklet was printed
in light green and
pimple, making it dif-
ficult to read. Not
acceptable,

*.domple test was adi. nistered to 100 students in fall and test currently
used administered in spring of following year. Th9 reading level test
lipka administered at the same time in the fall and stanine ranges were



COMPARISON OF TESTS

HARMON SCHOOLS TEST EVALUATION SUBCOMMITTEE

Norm Data

Student sample
size
Standardization

Month, year

State.. or
Regions

Community Size

SASAS

275,000

April, October
1977

Proportionate al-
location as to
U.S. Census
Report

35q Urban, 50%
Small Town or

:

USE

200,000

May, September 1975

12 Major urban
cities in U.S.

100% Cities 500,000
or more

CRACPOT

1,950

January 1979

50% North Central U.S.
40% Western U.S.
10% Eastern U.S.

60% Small town, 20%
Rural, 20% Urban

Sex

Age

Race

9112.= Data

Scores Reported

Cost (per pupil
includes all
manuals),

Administer

Scoring Services

Rural

48.6% Male
51.4% Female

5% each ages 5-7;
16-17; 75% ages
8-1f evenly
divided

White 70%; Black
20; Other 10%

Percentile Ranks,
Scaled Scores,
Raw Scores

$1.55 + $.40 for
ability test
recommended

3 -n-raT p1-us 50
mins. for ability
test

$.35 each machine
scoring
Various services

48% Male
52% Female

4% age 5; 8% all
ages 6-17

White 37%; Black
54%; Other 9%

Raw Scores, Percen-
tile Ranks, Stan-
ines

$.75

1- hr. 45 miss

$.10 - $.60 depen-
ding on machine
scoring chosen

54% Male
46% Female

Ages 5-12 evenly
divided

White 80%; Black 18%;
Other 2%

Raw Scores, Percentile
Ranks, (P) Values

$1.10

hand scoring only



Standardized Achievement Series Assessment Survey (SASAS)

Results of the SASAS Assessment Survey, administered in October 1979to Harmon public school students in grades 4, 6, 8, and 11, are re-
_ _p_orted_on_ the _following- pages.- The-scores- -reflect the-average per-formance in regular programs; those obtained by children in self-

contained programs (such as gifted/talented and learning disabled)are not included in school averages.

The SAS Assessment Survey is a norm-referenced ability/achievementtest published by Simpson, Sampson and Belinski Associates. It is
designed to sample students' achievement of the concepts and skillscommon to most. school programs. A brief description of the contentof the subtests follows.

The Standardized Estimate measures general educational ability based
upon thos' factors most closely associated with academic performance,i.e., measures of verbal, number, and reasoning abilities. It is
designed to assess the_studentls present academic aptitude.

The Reading Comprehension test measures the ability to understand
central themes and main ideas, draw logical conclusions, and retain

-signiltrant-dmrtailft. The selections represent several subject
areas: fiction, biography, science, and social studies.

The Reading_ Vocabulary test measures recognition of synonyms for
short phrases and knowledge of ,words as they appear in written
context.

The Language Arts Usage test measures knowledge of basic elements
required for correct and effective writing. Included are capital-
ization, punctuation, and sentence and paragraph structure; useof modifiers, nouns, verbs, and pronouns; and diction.

The Language Arts Spelling test measures recognition of misspelledwords.

The Mathematics Concepts test measures understanding of basic num-eration and mathematical operations plus knowledge and applicationof concepts in measurement, geometry, and problem solving.

The Mathematics Computation test measures ability to handle com-
putational operations involving addition, substraction, multip-

keer,-and-diri-e-ion-o-f---whole- numbers, Whole numbs
fractions, decimals, and percents.

The Mathematics test (grade 11) presents exercises involving prac-tical, realistic situations as well as more abstract exercises
involving number systems and more sophisticated mathematicel concepts.

The Social Studies test measures knowledge and appropriate applic-
ation of concepts in geography, history, economics, sociology.
anthropology and political science plus the ability to use written
and illustrated materials.



The Science Lest measures knowledge and appropriate application of
corepts in biology, matter and energy, earth and space, and exper-
imentation plum the ability to use written and illustrative
materials.

The Uses of Sources test measures ability to use basic sources of
information, such as tables of contents, indexes, dictionaries,
reference books, library catalogues, mapp, charts, and graphs.



Urban School Estimate (USE)

The USE test was investigated by the test committee and a sample of
students tested in the process. We found it to be a competitive
test in many respects for the regular classroom population. It is
a norm-referenced achievement test published by Center Evaluation
and Measurement Systems, Inc. of Metroville, Ohio. TA is design4d
to sample student achievement throughout grades K-12. It is in-
tended primarily for the urban market and tale's into account some
of the specialized programs found in these districts. Often such
programs are progress-linked as opposed to traditional grade ad-
vancement progress measures that require specific curricular content
at each grade level; The USE test is designed to take advantage
of this kind of curricular system and allows the test user to
reference to national norms as well as establish the level of achieve-
ment of the student. Sensitive measures of the student's ability
and achievement are possible in districts where the curriculum
closely matches the test's content.

Prior to the development of the test items, extensive survey and
examination of major urban districts' curricula was made. While
each district has its own characteristics, the authors believe
that a majority of districts who have been in the move back to
basics -ill benefit by use of the USE test in their district.
Math and language objectives in these areas are geared to the
recently published series of texts by Bates-Universe Press which
have become the standard for basic education programs.

The Reading test covers vocabulary, comprehension, and provides
a tairiE3re for the section. Grade level may be assigned, but
the test recommends that levels in the Bates-Universe series be
utilized for inferences about level. The vocabulary has been re-
viewed to eliminate potential bias and ambiguity that many tests
include due to their orientation to standard English without
regard to bilingual students or students who are familiar with
non-standard English.

The Mathematics section also follows the Bates-Universe series
and levels can be established independent of reading scores. The
section on series and relations of numbers fits quite well with
more standard conceptual and computational sections of tests.

Writin skills emphasizes spelling and proofreading, common errors
o students, and relies on the vocabulary and spelling words in
the Bates-Universe series for 80 percent of the words. .Distractors
in the proofreading portion of the test are uniformly difficult
and speed is stressed.

Study skills with some map reference, dictionary usage, and ref-
erence material location are tested in this section.

4P
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Critl.rion Ability Check of Potential (CRACPOT)

CRACPOT, a new test published in 1979 is perhaps the test we all
have been waiting for. Because this test is not referenced to any
norm group, but rather to criteria, no more can students be
burdened with the knowledge that they are below average or in the
failure mode. Simply test, test, and test again until the student
gets it right. By use of the hard scoring system and the relatively
short administration time for the test, the teacher can pinpoint
precisely what the student has learned and what should be studied.

Critics of district test scores will have to adjust their sights
for some time to come when you begin reporting the numbers of
students mho are able to successfully pass the test. Progressive
difficulty levels enable you to test the student for any selected
criterion level and students can actually expect to pass provided
the level is suited to their rate or learning.

Alternate score reporting formats are available to suit purposes
of the district. The Standard Operating Scores format is a
scaled score system that will allow districts to report specific
large numbers to the public and provide teachers with percent
correct information. Hand scoring encourages the teachers to get
in touch with t'ieir students and saves a considerable amount of
money over machine scored services. The turnaround time for
scoring these tests depends upon how dedicated the teachers are
or upon the amount of leadership pressure exerted by district
officials, so anything is possible.

The test was standardized throughout the country and in the opinion
of the authors, most districts will be able to match their cur-
riculum objectives to the various test items. Quick, inexpensive,
and sensitive to the problems of educators today, the CRACPOT
will get the public off your back once and for all.
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Standardized Achievement Series Assessment Survey (SASAS)

National Percentile Equivalents for Mean Scores

(National average 50thyercentile)

School
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North 4 62 59 58 60' 61 69 62 62 62 43 54
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Brett 4 49 53 58 57 57 58 57 56 52 4 51
6 49 59 53 49 51 59 61 58 58 7 57

Rose 4 44 35 37 37 35 44 37i 37 40 3 35
6 37 39 40 31 24 37 42 38 36 49 41

Junior High

8 58 61 56 53 54 55 54 56 62 63 54Kennedy

Senior. ika

1,1 59 65 55 62 62 60 48 1 53 68 64 66Dewey

Student

Chop, M. 4 85 86 78 80 81 83 74 79 85 87 89

Cartwright, C. 4 49 50 58 50 53 52 62 54 43 52 45

Meyers, H. 6 83 80 80 78 81 69 74 70 83 77 83

Turner, J.L. 6 52 54 58 52 50 59 55 57 49 45 48

Southern, B. 8 80 84 84 81 84 78 75 78 87 84 89

Duncan, D. 8 70 69 69 66 73 62 71 62 71 68 71

Martinez, R. 11 55 75 61 61 62 74 61 68 81 89 86
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Standardized Achievement Series-Assessment Survey (SASAS)

National Percentile Equivalents for Mean Scores

(National average 50th percentile)

Students

Grade 4
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R.F. 44 43
T.C. 52 64
J.B. 62 59
R.N. 85 84
C.N. 85 87
B.P. 55 62
K.K. 49 53
S.T. 44 35
E.W. 44 35
E.G. 37 39
J.D. 23 24

A.L. 58 61

J.E. 44 43
M.G. 52 64

J.W. 59 65

D.J. 67 64

E.P. 55 75

W.S. 53 43

M.D. 83 80

M.O. 52 54

D.P. 49 50

G.M. 70 69

M.S. 85 86

M.T. 70 69
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4 Stanine Ranges for SASAS and Ability Test

Percentile Rank Stanine

99 96 9

94 - 89 8

88 77 7

76 60 6

58 40 '5

38'- 23 4

22 - 11 3

10 4 2

2 1 1


